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Build

Why can't Los Angeles build Frank Gehry's
soaring design for theWalt Disney Concert
Hall? Since 1994, seven years after Lillian
Disney donated $50 million for the building,
the project has been mired in cost over-
runs, production problems, and political
squabbles, as detailed in our report begin-
ning on page 39. Leadership and funding
for the project have been more forthcoming
recently, but doubts still linger over
whether Gehry's limestone curves will ever
be erected. Indeed, Los Angeles County
imposed a series of deadlines, beginning
this July, demanding that the 9150 million
necessary to finish the concert hall be
raised by December 1998.

Martin have designed a new basketball and

hockey arena next to the LA Convention
Center. A 65-block business improvement
district is also in the works to spruce up the
streets and attract new tenants to down-
town LA's surfeit of off ice space.

The Disney Concert Hall is the most vis-
ible and prestigious of these new buildings.
Its expressive collage by Los Angeles's
premier architect symbolizes the city's
artistic maturity. "Los Angeles has not
been known for great architecture," con-
cedes arts patron Eli Broad, who has anted
up support for the beleaguered hall, "But if
the concert hall goes forward, we will have
buildings by three Pritzker Prize-winning

Frank Gehry's design is
the linchpin of LA's new

cultural district -if only
the funds can be found.
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D/s ney Hall
Pushed aside in all the local bickering

is the civic and cultural importance of
this concert hall to Los Angeles, Gehry's
2,380-seat, fir-lined shell not only will
benef it the world-renowned Los Angeles
Phi lharmonic, but the revital ization
of downtown LA, Sited at the corner of
Grand Avenue and First Street, next to the
Dorothy Chandler Pavilion, the hall is a
vital link in a newly emerging cultural
district. Gehry's hall adjoins the Museum
of Contemporary Art (MoCA), designed by
Arata lsozaki;the Colburn School of Music,
designed by Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer
Associates, and now under construction:
and the proposed Roman Catholic
Cathedral of Our Lady of the Angels,
designed by Rafael Moneo.

This cultural district is planned to
anchor downtown's north end and will be
complemented by an entertainment
complex to the south, where NBBJ and A.C.

architects within two blocks of each other."
In recent months, Broad, Mayor Richard

Riordan, MoCA Director Richard Koshalek,
local philanthropists, and architects have
realized the precariousness of the situation
and are now galvanizing efforts to save
the project.They are finally demonstrating
the leadership necessary to realize Gehry's
dream. But where are the Hollywood giants
in this campaign? Los Angeles is rich in
music and movie fortunes, yet none of the
major entertainment moguls has come
forward to back the concert hall.

Also troubling is the Music Center's
inability to manage the complexity of
Gehry's endeavor, suggesting that the
U.S, construction industry isn't capable
of building demanding architecture,
particularly on fast-track schedules. In
Europe, Gehry has had many successes:
The Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, with
more complicated curves than Disney Hall,
is now being erected with confidence and
craft. Los Angeles could learn important
lessons from this example.

With civic leaders now taking charge
of the Disney Concert Hall, there is reason
to hope that this great landmark will f inally
be realized. Gehry's design could change
the face of the entire city. lt should be built.
Deborah K. Dietsch
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Back lo basics
I agree with you about the woro
"i ntervention " (A rc h i tectu re, Janu-
ary 1997, page 160). lt seems acade-
mia needs to mystif y the prolession
with exclusive jargon.The damage
to the profession is great. We must
return to basic language and locus
on the essence of architecture.
Claudio J. Noriega
CoconutGrove, Florida

Construction trends
It was good to see Bradford
McKee's comprehensive overvtew
o{ the construction economy
(A rc h itectu re, January 1997, pages
120-122), Successf ul arch itecture
f irms develop their skills by under-
standing the economy that drives
the demand for buildings.

Six sources quoted in the article
presented forecasts at the first-ever
North American Construction Fore-
cast Conference, held last October
inWashington, D.C., and sponsored
by the Construction Market Data
Group.This year's conference, to be
held on October 22, 1997, is timed to
coincide with the annual business
planning and budgeting cycle.
Cal Oren
Construction Market Data Group
Greenbelt, Maryland

Thumbs down
I don't like many of the lury's
choices for the P/A Awards (Archr-
tecture, January 1997, pages
60-103). Steven Holl's Knut Hamsun
Museum (pages 72-73) looks like a
John Hejduk house on a bad hair
day, and his Museum of the City
(pages 88-89) is more than "simi-
lar" to Alvaro Siza's museum in
Santiago de Compostela, Spain. lt
trivializes-popularizes, if you pre-
f er-Siza's experiments with light.

The jurors'comments are sim-
ply not sophisticated, insightful, or
interesting enough to constitute
the level of criticism expected of a
maior international awards jury.
The range of critical vocabulary is
minute: projects are called ,,simple

but complex," or they combine
"simplicity and complexity," usually
with "real rigor" or "great rigor"
and are thus "serious and rigor-
ous."Your jury should scrap this
prolessional jargon and just say,
"f ive thumbs up" or "cool."
DavidTheodore
Montreal, Quebec

l'lltell you whyThom Mayne always
wins the P/A Awards in one sen-
tence:The juries are biased. I could
select 10 equally illustrious juries
under whose judgment Mayne would
not win.The valuable contributions
of architects like Paul Rudolph,
Charles Moore, and Michael Graves
have been discarded by a turn
of fashion. Remember, these archi-
tects always used to win, too.
NeilTakemoto
San Franc i sco, Cal iforn ia

Nice change
Congratulations on a very success-
f ul redesign. lt was nice to see
Thom Mayne get exposure. I cannot
remember the last time I saw a face
on a cover of an architectural mag-
azine. Keep up the excellent work,
Joseph Boggs
Boggs & Partners Architects
Annapolis, Maryland

The February issue leaped out of
my mailand skimmed across my
desk under its own power. I caught
it as it ricocheted off my comput-
er-and it tingled with lif e as I read
it. Nice job. Nice change,
Richard Fitzgerald
Boston Society of Architects
Boston, Massachusefls

I really enjoyed the February issue,
It was very refreshing to see Fred
and Ginger on the front with the
clear parallelto Gehry's towers.
The connection between architec-
ture and popular culture makes
architecture seem more a part
of everyday life and not just some
isolated esoteric mission,
Denis Glen Kuhn
Ehrenkrantz & Eckstut Architects
New York City

I want to commend you on your
magazine's new format.The cover
graphics are stunning and lure one
to look inside.The contrast betwsen
the black and white pages and the
colored accents are very effective.
I am proud to show your new
magazine to my clients and f riends.
David D. Salmela
Salmela Architect
Duluth, Minnesota

Your new image is very promising.
In addition to design issues, you pay
special attention to actual projects
and their construction details.
Valer Mocak
Fremont, California

Looking back
An amplif ication is in order to clari-
fy the way in which Aaron Betsky
quoted me in his "Minimalism:
Design's Disappearing ,A ct" (Archi-
tecture, February 1997, pages 48-51).
When I stated that "we'll look back
at IPeter Eisenman'sWexner Center
and Aronoff Centerl in embarrass-
ment, or as representing a time that
is over," I did not intend to suggest
that those buildings were in any way
an embarrassment, Quite the con-
trary: I am a longstanding admirer of
Eisenman's mastery in actualizing
complex, theoretical constructs
into buildings.

Nonetheless, we will indeed
look back at such buildings in
embarrassment if we don't devote as
much energy to the poignant human
issues of the day as we devote to
our continuing obsession with the
more abstruse aspects of architec-
ture-as-art.That the best minds
ofthe moment (l count Eisenman
among them) disregard-or at least
hold in low esteem-architectural
translations of populist needs
is a discredit to a discipline that is
innately moral and ethical,
StanleyTigerman
Tigerman M cC u r ry Arch itects
Chicago, lllinois

Stadium game
I enjoyed your editorial on the "Sub-
sidy Game for Stadiums" (Architec-
ture, February 1997, page 11).The
cost ol these federal subsidies far
outweigh their benefits to society.
We should set aside f unds to bring
technology-based programs to our
inner cities instead. Keep up the ed-
ucation and maybe Senator Moyni-
han's STADIA billwill be passed.
Michael L. Ricketts
Tompkins Builders
Washington, D.C.

Correction
Clare Cooper Marcus, cowinner
of the research award for "Gardens
in Healthcare Facilities" (Architec-
ture, January 1997, page 1 1 1 ), is
professor emerita at the University
of California, Berkeley.

Architecture we lcomes ou r readers'
opinions. Mail (1130 Connecticut
Ave., N, W,, S u ite 625, Wash i ngton,
D.C. 20036), fax (202-828-0828), or
e- n a i I ( i nfo@arc h i tectu re m ag, c o m )
your letters to the editor,
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IF YOU NEED TO RECAPTURE IIISTOKY

B0RRolr s0luDoFouKs

IIIfren you're involved in a restoration product, you may need brick that simply tsn't available

II in today's market. But that doesn't necessarily mean it can't be available.

For more than a century, Belden Brick has been synonymous with quality brick in a broad range of

colors, sizes and shapes. Our history may well include the brick you need to restore a structure - and

perhaps be made today in traditional beehive kilns used extensively in earlier days.

When you're trying to recapture history and need the authentic look of yesterday's brick, you may

find our history uniquely helpful.

Frequently we can turn yesterday into today. Call us to see if we can do so for you: 330-456-0031.

BEEOEN
THE AELDEII BRICK COMPANY

(330) 456-0031
An ISO 9002 Registered ComPanY

Canton, Ohio 447 0l-0910

Circle 137 on information card



dates exhibition

Views of Chicago: Travel Sketches by Contemporary
Architects at the Art Institute

Chicago tf"ou-gh Jrly O (312) 443-3600

NewYork through May 2

through September2l

Aprill6-January 11

Virtual Color: Light, Hue, and Form Integrated
at the NewYork School o{ Interior Design
Masterworks: ltalian Design, 1960-1994 at the
Bard Graduate Center for Studies in the Decorative Arts
A Dream Well Planned:The Empire State Building
at the Museum of the Citv of NewYork

Centering the Givic: The 1996 San Francisco Prize
at the M useum of Modern Art

(212) 472-1500

(212) 501-3000

(212) 534-1672

through July 8

Empire State Building exhibit includes models,
photographs, and memorabilia.

(41 s) 357-4000

arch leclure apr 1 i99l 21
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Los Angeles May 9-10 Tall Buildings for the 21st Gentury, sponsored by the Council
onTall Buildings and Urban Habitat

(610) 758-3515

Miami Aprill4-16 Promit 97 Expo Conference for Natural
and Man.Made Disasters

(8oo) 897-7100

NewYork April2S-May 1

May 17-20

Lightf air I nternational
lnternational Contemporary Furniture Fair

(404) 220-3000

(800) 272-7469

Orlando June 26-29 Construction Specifications Institute Convention (800) 689-2900

June 16-19

June 16-19

A/E/C Systeme
GonstructionTechnology'97, sponsored by

A rc h itectu r e and I nter io rs magaz i nes

(800) 451-1196

(800) 4s1-1 196

Knoll's l94l seatlng, designed by

Jens Risom, relntroduced at ileoCon.

rtussoN
introduces a complete line of

GRIT-STRIP stair treads

GRIT-STRlP
l|wo 3/4" wide abrasive mineral One 2" wide grit-strip is recessed

coated durable grit-strips, which thelulllengthotimpactarea.Meets
help prevent slipping, are recessed specs. requiring contrasting color

the entire length 1" from front edge. to alert the Visually lmpaired.

Both Grit-Strip models are available in all our molded rubber surface

designs and colors with a choice of black, yellow, brown or gray inserts'

For Frce Brochure & Samqles, write:

mussolt| RlrBBElt c(o.
P.O. Box 7038. Akron, OH 44306'1-800'321-2381

"Heat Pr.ot

Sest studY

--MollY Scanlott

Give yourself an edge. Familiarize yourself with the necessary information to pass the Architectural

Registration Exam. Arch-ilTasit contains over 1,100 expertly written flashcards covering information

on all seven written divisions of the A.R.E. Learning is easier with time savtng charts, essential

definitions, clarifying diagrams, and questions & answers. More information than you ever thgught

possible in an easy to use flashcard format. Deal yourself a winning hand-study with Archfl4sir9

PAY 0NtY S8g U forthe entire set. Individual divisions available at$21.50 ea. (plus S&H)

ORDER YOURS TODAY!
80o-41 l-73 | 4

Circle l4l on information card Circle 143 on information card



competilion

Prettiest Painted Places in America, sponsored uv notrrn a naas comranyls April30 (215)351-4n1
Paint Quality Institute

Design Prize Switzerland, sponsored by the Swiss governrnent AprilS0 (41X62)e23-0333

ilational Preservation Honor Awards, May 1 (202) 588-6000
sponsored by the NationalTrust for Historic preservation

American Society of Landscape Architects annual awards May 9 (n?)ffi-2152

Escape to Create, fellowships sponsored by the Seaside Institute June 1 (w4)231-2421

Excellence on the waterf ront Awards, sponsored uy ttrewatertront center August 15 (202) 337-0356

Spend wlnter In Florlda as a
lellow of the Searlde Insiltute.

Every Dock
Needs A tift

THIS-OR-TH|S

Avoid back iniuries
and incrcase 

-

pmductivity
lf you don't have a loading
dock or your dock is too
high or too low, you need a

versati le Advance Su pe rdo k.

Call 1-800-THE D)CK for
FREE information.

E^"**LtFrs
Advance Lltte, Inc,, 701 Kirk Road, St. Chartes, lL 60174 (630) Sg4_988j

Circle 145 on information card

IHE GAP!
SIA1 TASTER I]ITIATABIE SEA1S

OYERCOTI IROUB1ISOTE DESIG]I PROBIITS

#wexueafft*rrot,.olo f,.rrr,rorc
.#wxen + L|GHT/DARK ..*2\CorurnurrNnrurs

,v!l,r'€Horse D)(iIcEii$RE/ 
$naormor,,

Inflatable seals in a wide range of sizes and configurations
are used anywhere a positive seal is needed between oooos-
ing surfaces. ltF the innovative solution for many diffictili ap-
plications. Design assistance available.

ffl srm ilAsrER coRPoRAnoll
:il TNFLATABLEsEALsAilD'THERcusroMRUBBERpRooucrs

368 MARTINEL DRIVE . KENT, OH 44240-4368 USA
(330) 673-8410 o FAX (330) 673-8242

Circle 147 on information card



Nike on Newbury
The f irst new building to be con-

structed on Boston's historic New-

bury Street in 20 years oPens this
month, designed by Childs Bertman
Tseckares. The building's f irst three
f loors are devoted to Niketown, a
megastore that oPens in JulY with
interiors by BOORA Architects.
Off ices for building owner SawYer

Enterprises occupy the top floor of

the 45,000-square-foot, sandstone-
clad corner building.

Divine lnterventitln
A group ol 40Yale University students and

alumni f iled a lawsuit against the university
last December to stop a maior renovation
of the Sterling Divinity Quadrangle.The 1932

Neo-Georgian complex, designed by architect
Delano &Aldrich in the spirit of Thomas

Jefferson's University of Virginia quadrangle,

houses the Yale Divinity School to the east

of the main campus.
Preservationists claim Yale originally con-

sidered razing the entire complex. Last Sep-
tember, however, Yale commissioned R.M.

Kliment and Frances Halsband Architects to
prepare a revised scheme. The New York City

architects propose demolishing original

classrooms, a dining hall, and lounge adja-

cent to the quadrangle and extensively reno-

vating the quadrangle proper. They have been

instructed by university officials notto
release the design,

The Foundation for the Preservation of
the Sterling Divinity Quadrangle has been

formed to oppose all but complete preserva-

tion, despite Yale's scaled-back proposal.

Several noted preservationists and archi-

tects, such as Robert Stern, Vincent Scully'
and NationalTrust for Historic Preservation
President Richard Moe, have also spoken out

against the plans. "lt is signif icant that the
university has agreed to save most of the
buildings in the complex," Stern says, "but
new uses'should be found for the rest, so

they too can be preserved." The university
has filed a motion to dismiss the lawsuit,

which Yale Deputy General Counsel William
Stempel claims has "no merit." Ned Cramer

Philip's Furniture
Christie's will auction furniture designed by

Ludwig Mies van der Rohe and Lilly Reich fot
Philip Johnson on April 12 in New York City. The

furnitute was made for Johnson's Manhattan

apartment, designed by Mies and Reich in 1930'
two years before Johnson introduced Mies to

Ametica in his "International Style" exhibition

at the Museum of Modern Art. The furniture

comprises a tubular steel coffee table' chair'

and stool; rosewood tea and dining tables; and

a brass lamp designed in 1954 by Johnson

and Richard Kelly for the Glass House in New

Canaan, Connecticut. Johnson gave the pieces

to his former employee, Robert Finkle' now a

Vermont architect, in 1957. The furniture is

expected to fetch prices ranging ftom $4'000
to $15,000.

Architect for

0klahoma City
Nearly two years after the Alfred
P. Murrah Federal Building was

bombed, the General Services

Administration (GSA) has selected

an architect to design a replacement

complex on two blocks nodh of the

original site. Chicago-based Ross

Barney + Jankowski was chosen

over shortlisted Dworsky Associates'

Elliott + Associates, Kallmann

McKinnell & Wood Architects'
and Tigerman McCurry Architects.
Principal Carol Ross Barney, who

was informed of the GSA's decision

in March, sees the 244,000-square-
foot, $22 million project as an

"opportunity to reexamine the

density of a central city' in an area

that needs renewal.tt



Playa Vista Troubres

The touted but troubled Playa Vista
development in Los Angeles faced another
obstacle in March, when Chase Manhattan
Bank began foreclosure proceedings against
MaguireThomas Partners, the site's develop-
er. MaguireThomas owes 9150 million on
the property, and has made no payments for
more than two years. Last year, environmen-
talists lost a court battle to block building on
the site, which is one of Los Angeles's few
remaining open wetlands.

The 1,087-acre mixed-use development,
near LAX Airport, is planned by Duany Plater-
Tyberk, Moore Ruble Yudel l, Legorreta Archi-
tects, Olin Partnership, and Stefanos
Polyzoides. lt will comprise 13,000 residential
units, 5 million square f eet of commercial
space, 500,000 square feet of retai l, 600,000

sguare feet of civic and cultural space, and 3.2
million square feet devoted to entertainment
and media. Playa Vista's largest occupant
will be DreamWorks SKG, the entertainment
company founded by Jeffrey Katzenberg,
David Geffen, and Steven Spielberg.

According to Maguire Thomas Partner
Douglas Gardner, the developer is "engaged
in an ongoing discussion about the develop-
ment's management structure" with potential
investors Pacif ic Capital Group, Morgan
Stanley & Company, and Goldman, Sachs &
Company. "We are optimistic that f inancing
will be resolved relatively quickly," Gardner
maintains.

A spokesman for DreamWorks declined to
comment on whether the current controversy
would sway its decision to invest 9200 million
in a Playa Vista f ilmmaking f acility. Dream-
Works's Glendale animation studio, designed
by Steven Ehrlich, is now under construction,
and the company's midtown Manhattan off ice
willopen next month, with interiors designed
by Gensler.

Staten Island Ferry

Terminal Case
Just after the resignation of Venturi, Scott Brown and Associates
(VSBA) as codesigner of theWhitehall FerryTerminal atthe southern
tip of Manhattan, Staten lsland borough officials unveiled a new
terminal design by Eisenman Architects for their edge of the bay.
The design, made public in February, is Peter Eisenman's f irst major
commission in New York City. lt will incorporate a 170,000-square-foot
museum f or the Staten lsland Institute of Arts and Sciences.
Eisenman says he is pleased with the "innovative linking of inf ra-
structure and culture,"

Last September, VSBA withdrew from the Manhattan terminal
project-which it won with Anderson/Schwartz Architects in a 1992
competition-after enduring daunting budget reductions, design revi-
sions, and political opposition, Staten lsland Borough president Guy
Molinari was the primary opponent of VSBA's proposal for an outsized
clock, reportedly because Staten lsland was excluded from discus-
sions about the design. Anderson/Schwartz is completing the terminal
with TAMS Consultants and former VSBA New york off ice director
Ronald Evitts. Molinari claims he supports Eisenman's otherworldly
scheme, but promises an extensive public review.While Molinari
claims Venturi "insisted on having his way," the borough president is
more optimistic about working with Eisenman, whom he calls ,,a con-
sensus builder." Good luck. Peter,

Anderson/Schwartz Architects' Manhattan terminal

Eisenman's Staten Island feny terminal and museum
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The growing family of FOLLANSBEE" roofing metals.
Each with a promise of outstanding service.

sit 4

T'he old reliables,.,
TERNE-The granddaddy of all roofing metals.

Been around making records of longevity since before
the turn of the century. lt's prime, copper-bearing
steel coated with a terne alloy. Terne is the traditional
roofing metal, allowing the architect a limitless choice
of color. Properly maintained and painted, no other
roofing metalcan match its historic performance.

TCS" -Architectural stainless steel coated with a
terne alloy. Introduced by Follansbee in 1962 TCS is
a superbly functional roofing metal that requires no
painting, weathering to an aesthetically pleasing dark
gray. The use of TCS by many renowned architects is
a tribute to its beauty and longevity.

VIBOTIN'-copp"r-bearing carbon steel coated
with ZT. lt produces the same aesthetic and perfor-
mance qualities as the originalterne roofs. lts ZT
coating provides excellent corrosion resistance,
solderability and an excellent affinity for paint. The
painted surface of VIROTIN replicates the dull oxided
and stately appearance of early American "tin" roofs.

tw

FOLLANSBEE STEEL
FAX 304-527-L269

And our new additio,?s,,.
2 new roofing metals coated with ZT:

a patented zincltin alloy that is sensitive to the environment.

V IilOMET'u- Architectural stai nless steel
coated with ZT, Like VIROTIN, this new metal is the
result of more than 5 years of intensive metallurgical
research, and offers the architect a two-fold advan-
tage. First, the architect is assured of the time-tested
quality of a Follansbee produced product, second,
there is no need to sacrifice corrosion resistance in
exchange for environmental compatibility.

Both new metals promise excellent corrosion
resisfance in both industrial and marine atmospheres.

These 4 Follansbee roofing metals are available in many preformed
accessories, thus reducing the overall installation time required to
install them in one of their many traditional and modern forms'
Follansbee engineers and metallurgists will be pleased to work with
you to plan and detail the specifications for the use of these
Follansbee roofing metals. Call us toll-free at 1'800-624'6906.

FOI.I.ANSBEE'
o FOLLANSBEE, WV 26037
CalI us toll-Iree f-800-624-6906

L'i*Y--N
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Skyscraper
Museum 0pens
Theformer banking hall ofthe 1926 Neo-
Colonial high-rise at 44Wall Street houses
the first exhibition staged by the Sky-
scraper Museum-an institution newly
formed by New York City architectural his-
torian CarolWillis. Opened on March 25,

"Downtown New York: The Architecture of
Business/The Business of Bui ldings,"
addresses its immediate surroundings:
Lower Manhattan's f inancial district,
"Visitors can read a wall panel about a
building, and literally look out the window
atthe building," explainsWillis. Sixty-foot-
long photomurals of Broadway show the
west side of the street in 1996 (below), and
the east side in '1909, Six galleries focus on
skyscraper-related topics such as the real-
estate market, the construction process,
building codes, and zoning. /V,C,
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Seattle Museum

Bevamped
In early February, the Frye Art Museum in Seattle
reopened its doors following an extensive
renovation and expansion, The private museum,
devoted to early-20th-century representative
art owned by the late Charles and Emma Frye,
occupied a spartan concrete warehouse on the
edge of downtown for more than four decades.

Architects Olson/Sundberg teased an
entirely new building out ofthe older structure,

combining dignity with drama, They raised the ceilings, installed new wood
f loors, and brought more natural light into the galleries. A f inely composed
addition pushes the building out to the street edge. lts arcaded form contains a
new entrance rotunda, a caf6, an education wing, and an intimate courtyard
visible from the sidewalk. Intricate, precision-detailed metalwork highlights
exterior windows and door openings.

The $'12 million project increases the size of the museum by 40 percent to a
total of 42,000 square feet. The added space, which includes a 142-seat audito-
rium, enables the Frye to offer programs such as art classes, concerts, and
lectures, The dramatic renovation, together with an aggressive new director
and expanded staff, has transformed the Frye from a little-known gallery to
a major cultural destination. Barely 50 people a day visited the museum in its
previous incarnation;the number now exceeds 600. Mark Hinshaw

IN BRIEF
In March, the Southern California Institute ol
Architecture (SCl-Arc) announced a shortlist
of contenders for its coveted directorship, to
be vacated this summer by Michael Rotondi.
The nominees are: Neil Denari, Sheila
Kennedy, Robert Mangurian and Mary-
Ann Ray, Samuel Mockbee, and Lebbeus
Woods, SCI-Arc will announce its selection
next month.

Morphosis received its f irst university
commission in February, to design 450 units
of graduate-student housing at the University
of Toronto. At the University of Cincinnati,
Chicago-based VOA Associates joins the
ranks of design stars Michael Graves,
Machado and Silvetti, and Peter Eisen-
man as the architect of a 972 million campus

center. A $25 million campus for Coconino
Community College in Flagstaff is being
designed by Phoenix-based Jones Studio,
William McDonough is designing a 14,000-
square-foot environmental studies center for
Oberlin College. Brown University has
selected Ann Beha Associates to consoli-

date several Providence landmarks into the
38,000-square-foot Haff enreff er M useum ol
,Anthropology.

Hong Kong's imminent return to China
hasn't slowed down development-Cesar
Pelli & Associates has been selected to
design a massive mixed-use harborside com-
pl ex, with'1,300- and 700-f oot-ta | | off ice towers.

The only memorial on the site of Custer's
Last Stand commemorates the U.S. 7th Cav-
alry. But last month, Philadelphia architects
Alison Towers and John Collins won the
Little Bighorn Battlefield National Monument
competition to design a memorial to the
Native Americans who fought in the conf lict.
A memorial of a different kind, the Basketball
Hall of Fame in Springfield, Massachusetts,
plans to expand with a design by Gwathmey
Siegel Associates.Pelli's Hong Kong towers
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Mies's Lake Shore Drive apartments (above) by Juan
Navarro Baldeweg; "Greening of Chicagott (below) by
James Wines of SITE

The Art lnstitute of Chicago, interested in how architects view
America's f irst city of Modern architecture, commissioned a group
of 30 well-known contemporary practitioners and theoreticians to
present their "Views of Chicago."This eclectic exhibition of
sketches, organized byAssociate Curator of Architecture Martha
Thorne, is on view through July 6. Invited participants include both
locals and outsiders-Michael Graves, Mario Botta, Stanley
Tigerman, and Thomas Beeby.

JamesWines of SITE, a NewYorker, contributes the most com-
pelling piece, an elaborately rendered watercolor of the Chicago
River titled "The Greening of Chicago," that overtakes the city's
best-known Modern landmarks with thick vegetation. Spaniard
Juan Navarro Baldeweg convincingly abstracts Mies's famous
Lake Shore Drive apartments as two pairs of pure colored form.

Other out-of-towners unfortunately chose to record their
impressions of the city f rom their hotel room windows. Houston-
based Carlos Jimenez seems so uninspired by his view that half
his effort is expended documenting the room's standard-issue
hotel f urniture. Eric Owen Moss is somewhat more fancif ul, neatly
sketching the electrical outlet beneath the window and a Loch
Nesslike monster cruising the Chicago River, but his composition
inexplicably focuses on a vacant downtown lot.

ln contrast, Britain's Peter Cook weaves an enlightening tale
of his visit to Chicago in storyboard form as seen f rom the seat of
a taxicab, perceiving the 1O0-story, double-eared Hancock Center
as an omnipresent cat between the towers' amorphous spaces.
Richard Meier's ticket-stub collage shows that he visited such
sites as the Shedd Aquarium, the Art Institute, and the symphony,
but the entry is devoid of any architectural insights,

Among the Chicagoans, Carol Ross Barney's ,,shorthand

Chicago" lyrically captures the city's imposing physical presence
on the prairie in a few swift strokes of marker and colored pencil.
Ben Weese lampoons the bombastic f ront stairs at the new
Museum of Contemporary Art with a cartoon version of the baby
carriage scene in Sergey Eisenstein's Potemkin, Helmut Jahn
states, "Never look backwards for inspiration," and then presents
a self-absorbed suite of sketches of all his buildings in Chicago.

Some entries are far more thoughtf ul than others, but the
images represent a promising collection that should be expanded
in the coming years to yield a more complete picture of how
architects view this multifaceted city,The show is presented
concurrently with "Drawn FromThe Source:TheTravel Sketches
of Louis l. Kahn" and is intended as a complementary piece.
But while Kahn clearly drew as a dedicated student of place,
the architects of "Views" far too often chronicle Chicago in ways
that are more about themselves than the city. Edward Keegan
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Chicago
Architects sketch many sides of

the Windy City-and themselves.

ri

Gehry's sculpturat design envelops an acoustically honed syrnphony hall.
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hall's interior, which envelops 2,380 seats in a Douglas fir shell
designed with Nagata Acoustics of Tokyo to be as f inely attuned
as a dog's ear.The larger pavilion's exterior gives a glimpse of the
complex geometries of Gehry's computer-cut limestone panels,
and inside, off ers an illuminating look at the design process.

Across Grand Avenue, all that occupies the concert hall site
today is a parking garage the Music Center completed last year
to appease the county, which pressed the Disney hall's develop-
ment team to get on with the project or give back the land by
July 1,1997. In 1995, ddtentewas reached afterthe Music Center
recruited Harry L. Hufford, associate director of Beat Stearns
& Company, to serve as the project's chief executive off icer.
Hufford, a self-described "low-key" yet "results-oriented" f igure,
moved among the faced-off factions like a secretary of state.
He is a natural choice for the job, having served as the county's
administrative officer and then as the Music Center's acting
president and board member. "After recommending several other
people," Hufford remarks humbly, "l wound up being drafted to
put together a plan to build the concert hall."

Hufford helped win a lease extension from the county, based
on two conditions: Music Center officials had to devise a fund-
raising strategy and f inish the parking garage, both of which they
accomplished by March 1996.Yet, as of last June, the concert hall
still needed a powerf ul, charismatic patron. Some describe the
situation as a leadership vacuum among the city's civic elite.
"The old group-the Franklin Murphys, the Edward Carters, the
RobertAndersons, and theThornton Bradshaws-had disap-
peared," observes Richard Koshalek, the director of MoCA, who
sat on the Disney Hall selection committee and mourited the
Gehry exhibition. "And the new leadership hadn't shown up yet."

LA's next generation of civic movers are now coalescing
around Broad and Riordan. Hufford knew that both men strongly
supported the project, and last summer pegged them to approach
a group of extra-rich donors for major gifts. By the fall, Broad
agreed to play chief rainmaker, Hufford recalls, ,,for which we're
very, very happy,"

In his sunny, white oak-paneled aerie overlookingWest LA,
Broad explains that he and the mayor aim to raise $100 million by
June 30, another $89 million by year's end, and $142 million in
1998.There's still $28.5 million left in the bank f rom Lillian
Disney's original bequest, and her daughters Diane Disney Miller
and the late Sharon Lund, to whom sheturned overthe project
in 1992, have pledged another g2S million, Various foundations
have promised $25 million since January, Riordan himself anted
up $5 million of his own cash, and, Broad assures, ,,1'm going to
do at least that amount."The hall is now expected to cost a total
of $265 million, "lf we raise the f irst g100 million, we more or less
have the money to build it," Broad maintains.

But as Broad and Riordan know, theWalt Disney Concert Hall
is not an end in itself, but a vital piece of an area that could
blossom into a large cultural district in downtown LA, which has
the great buildings and open space, but few of the attractions
that make a truly vibrant city.

This cultural district would anchor downtown's north end.
On the south side, its complement would be a new entertainment
complex along the Harbor Freeway, where architects NBBJ and
A.C. Martin and Associates have designed a new sports arena.
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DEMOCRATIC ARCHITECTURE
Practical Solulions to Today's Housing Crisis
By D0NALD MacD0NALD, recipient of the 1996 Buitding lnnovation
in Homeownership Award. "Donald MacDonald thrives on dealing
with tough urban problems. He has an innovalive mind that Dusnes
for answers... and an assertive passion for accomplishing soiutions."

-Beth Crawford Vincent, Deslgn 1,4. 176 pages. 7 x10-114".
100 illus. $35.00, paperback. 0-8230-1343-X

FREEHAND DRAWING
For Architects and Designers
Watercolor, Colored Pencil, and Black and White Techniques
By ERWIN HERZBERGER. 0ffering clear, insightful instruction on
drawing and sketching, this book is illustrated throughout with
handsome examples of freehand drawings of well-known architec-
tural works from around the world. The lessons it orovides can be
applied to architectural analysis, geometrical constructions, ordering
systems, three-dimensional processes, and character definition
112 pages. 9-318 x 8-112". 150 illus.
$19.95, paperback. 0-8230-1919-5

PRINCIPLES OF ARCHITEGTURAL DRAFTING
A Sourcebook ol Techniques and Araphic Standards
By HUGH C. BROWNING. This much-needed votume is the most
cunent and comprehensive reference on drafting standards and
graphic techniques available. With instruction backed up bv
practical exercises, the book shows how a single drawing can
be treated in different ways: understated, moody, exploratory,
flnished, technical, and even humorous. 256 pages. B-j12i11
Over 700 illus. $35.00, paperback. 0-8230-4288-X

THE ECOLOGY OF ARCHITECTURE
A Conplete Gaide to Creating
the Environnentally Conscious Building
By LAURA C. ZEIHER. This highly praised votume answers the
question: How do we design and build ecologically sound and
affordable structures today that will perform well tomonow?
Written by an experienced practitioner in the field, the book details
all facets of "green" building by providing comparative energy
performance soluti0ns, recycling alternatives, cost considertiions,
material analyses, information on legislation, as well as examples
0f practical applications. 272 pages. 8-114 x 11" . 0ver 300 iilus.
$55.00, hardcover. 0-8230-1596-3
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"People relate to the arena as
being like Madison Square
Garden," contendsTimothy H,

Walker, partner of developer
MaguireThomas Partners,
which has built several of down-
town's best skyscrapers and
is heading up the formation of
a 65-block "business improve-
ment district" for downtown
to provide better security and
housekeeping, "This is a clear
signalthat we want to do
something positive down here,"
Walker asserts.

Downtown's boosters have a

hard sell ahead, and the Disney
Concert Hall has a major part
to play in this revival, if it man-
ages to shed its image as a
precious institution for the very
rich.To that end, a new hall for
the philharmonic will free up the
Chandler Pavilion 190 more
nights a year, making way for
more popular programming
such as jazz, dance, and theater,

Comparisons between
Disney Halland Gehry's upcom-
ing Guggenheim Museum in

Bilbao, Spain, are inevitabl+if
they can build his work over-
seas, why not in his backyard?
Various reasons are proffered:
the seismic requirements in LA
are greater; the acoustics more
demanding; the cost estimates
incoherent. None of which is
particularly captivating to the
architect, who confesses that
by now, he has grown ambiva-
lent about continuing the
Disney project, "lt's in the past;

it would be like going back-
ward," Gehry deadpans. On his
68th birthday in February, he

sits in his skylit Santa Monica
office, engrossed by a creative
maelstrom swirling in studios
on all sides of him-a jaunty
trio of off ice buildings in
DusseldOrf, a house that
appears to be melting on a
Colorado mountainside. and the
great slash of the Guggenheim
in Bilbao, "Everybody in this
off ice has moved on to other

projects," Gehry says, gazing

around him. "lncluding me."
Gehry's supporters are not

so resigned, however. In
February, 300 architects took
out a full-page advertisement
in the losAngeles limes to
support the fundraising effort.
Certain remarks by Gehry
suggest he hasn't really given

up either. When asked whether
LA's entertainment moguls will
eventually fork over their mil-
lions to help build the concert

hall, Gehry replies that he has a
lot of f riends in show business
who like his work very much,
and they will help out before it's
too late. But, as many players
note with varying discretion,
many of the titans of Hollywood
and Burbank are, like Gehry,
Jewish, and haven't been
warmly embraced in the past
by downtown's WASPs and

Catholics. On top of those
misgivings, the project carries
the Disney name, andWalt

Disney, purveyor of f amily
entertainment, bashed Jews
with the worst of them, as

Gehry reminds. Yet, people

for whom such divisions are
painful ought to want to see
them bridged, and theWalt
Disney Concert Hall might
help servethat purpose. Los
Angeles seems committed to
take the risk rather than let the
building remain the f igment
ol a f ew brilliant imaginations.
Bradford McKee
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Stabile Hall, Pratt Institute
Pasanella + Klein Stolzman
+ Berg Architects

In February, Brooklyn's Pratt Institute selected
Pasanella + Klein Stolzman + Berg Architects, over
Gwathmey Siegel & Associates, Hardy Holzman Pf eiff er
Associates, and Polshek and Partners, to design a new
dormitory.The f ive-story dormitory for 256 f irst-year
students is the first new building to be constructed on
the Pratt campus since 1986. lt will form a new edge and
focus for the forlorn eastern side of the campus, accord-
ing to a master plan by Ehrenkrantz & Eckstut Architects.

Pratt asked each of the competing f irms to present
a design incorporating work space as well as sleeping
quarters for the art and design students, PrincipalWayne
Berg proposed what he calls "homework spaces," com-
munal, double-height studios located at the junctures of
the dormitory's main block and each of its three wings.
On the south end of the building, a f ive-story tower
houses a gallery, computer room, and lounges to be
shared with an existing dormitory next door.

Berg's scheme is also sensitive to siting and context:
The lower two stories of the west f acade, which f ace
the center ofthe campus, are clad in brick and capped
by an aluminum canopy to respect the domestic scale
of faculty town houses across the street,The three
upperfloors are set back slightly, and sheathed in an
aluminum-and-glass curtain wall, ref lecting larger-scale
buildings on and off campus.The dormitory is scheduled
to break ground this July, N.C.

Dormitory r00ms occupy main block and
three wings. West facade (left) relates to
low-scale faculty housing across street.
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Dominigue de Menil is the moving force
behind Houston's Rothko Chapel, Menil
Collection Museum, and CyTwombly
Gallery, buildings that have earned high
marks for enhancing art.The daughter
of Conrad and Louise Schlumberger,
de Menil was born in 1908 in Paris, where
she studied mathematics and physics

before marrying John de Menil, chairman
of the board of oil services company
Schlumberger and later the Menil
Foundation. The couple left Nazi-occupied

France in 1941 to settle in Houston, where

Modern-Day
Arts patron Dominique de Menil reflects t t -

on the uplifting power of architecture.

they raised five children. De Menil began collecting art after the war
andhas assembled more than 10,M0 pieces. Eesrdes her celebrated
Cubist and Surrealist collection, she has gathered tribal art,
antiquities, prints, and drawings. She has been active with the Menil
Foundation since 1955. President Reagan awarded de Menilthe
U nited States Medal of the Arts in 1986. The French government has
honored her with the Order of Arts and Letters (1982), the Legion
of Honor (1992) and the Commander of Arts and Letters (1991),

De Menil's latest project is the Byzantine Fresco Chapel Museum
(pages 68-75), designed by her son, Francois.

dici
How did you become interested in architecture?
We are all interested without knowing it.We feel happy in beautif ul
architecture,There are a few places in the world that give me that
great emotion: certainly the Parthenon and Chartres Cathedral,
People don't realize they are having trouble concentrating because
of buildings. I've discovered that if unhappy people go to a place
likeVersailles, they feel something, lt's not just the park; it's the
beauty. Classical architecture can be soothing. I believe very much
in the importance of architecture.

What are the qualities of a building that are uplifting?
It's wrong to analyze it.You just have to submit and accept it. I don't
know who said it, but submission to the subconscious is important.

You and your husband were on the board of the University of
St.Thomag when Philip Johnson was commissioned to design
the campus. Did you have a role in that eelection?
The Basilian Fathers in Houston, who were running an excellent
high school for boys, received federal money to start a university
for soldiers returning from the war. For reasons unknown to me,

GyTwombly Gallery Renzo Piano Bulldlng Workshop (1995)
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Menil Collection, Renzo Piano Euilding Workshop (l987)

they acquired a piece of land in the area where they are now,They
had heard that my husband offered to help build a little church on a
country road where we used to go to church. We had asked philip
Johnson, who was building our house, to design it,

The project was abandoned, but having heard about it, the
Basilian Fathers came to see us. We suggested three or four archi-
tects, including Philip Johnson.They met Philip, were charmed by
him, and decided he would be their architect. Philip had admired
Jefferson's design forthe University of Virginia. Inspired by it, he
planned a great lawn on two levels, with a chapel at one end and a
library at the other.

How did the design of lhe Rothko Chapel evolve?
Aware of the problem of lighting Mark Rothko's paintings, Philip
Uohnson] devised an upside-down concrete f unnel, a zenith of
light, that would bounce light down onto the paintings, lt might
have worked, but it would have dwarfed allthe houses in the
neighborhood, Rothko didn't like this design because he wanted
something more like his studio.

He wanted a glass roof with a little parachute to diff use light
under the skylight at diff erent times of the day.The architect
def erred to the painter.Times were not for triumphalism, At this
point, Howard Barnstone and Eugene Aubry, the locals on the
project, took over and completed the chapel.

How did you come to commission Renzo Piano to design the
Menil Collection Museum and later the Cy Twombly Gallery?
I had toured America, ltaly, Switzerland, and Holland, and had not
found an architect who would allot enough back-ol-house space,
which is as important as the f ront-of-house space for storing the
collection not on display in a way easily accessible to scholars.
Usually, a board chooses an architect and establishes the budget
and program.The architect then builds a monument to himself and
the staff squeezes into whatever remains, K.G. Pontus Hulten, the
f irst director of the Pompidou Center, prevailed on me to contact
Piano. "Tell him what you want. He is intelligent; he will under-
stand," he said. At that time, I was mounting small shows at Rice
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University. We thus demanded a different distribution of space
than usual.The ratio of space at the Menil is one-quarter exhibition
space to three-quarters work space and storage.

What do you like about the quality of itr apace?
Very often, ceilings are too low in a museum.We agonized about
the height at the Menil Collection, and built a mock-up of every unit
to be sure we had the right height,

What I think is fabulous is what Piano calls the promenade,
which we eventually shortened by 20 feet. I decided it was too long,
both f inancially and physically: you would tire f rom the physical
effort, And I love this long corridor inside that separates the public
space from the work space.

Should a mu3€um or gallery be a background bulldlng, orrhould
it be designed specif ically for certaln workr? How doer the
quality of light affect the experience?
A museum can be designed as background or it can be tailored to
specif ic works, Both are possible-it depends on what one wants.

Natural light offers something that artificial light does not. lf
you have a bulb, the light will be static.With natural light, ln i0
minutes or a passing cloud, it's going to be different. Natural light
integrates time; I like that it's alive. In the Menll Collecilon, we
needed some total darkness, but we admit outslde llght. I couldn,t
stand a museum cut off from the outside.

Whlch archltects do you most admire?
Renzo Piano,Tadao Ando, Frank Gehry, and a few others.

Why did you commisrlon your eon rather than a more famous
architect to derlgn the chapel for the Byzantine frescoer?
I did not commigsion my son. He saw I was going to build an
absurd replica of the originalchapeland asked permission to work
on a design, which took him almost two years. lts beauty comes
from the harmony between concept and execution. I like the
material he has chosen.The frosted glass, luminous and a bit
immaterial, ie a fabulous choice.

How does hir chapel accommodate the art's spirituality?
It ie a combination of a sanctuary and art and the beauty of the
f rsscoes. lt's so exceptional, with the dancing, if you want, of all the
angels, and this great f igure and face of Christ. lt would not be as
beautif ul just placed in a museum, A religious work of art in a
museum loges some magic.

I gave a 1Sth-century wooden Christ to the University of St.
Thomas because I felt that the sculpture is better placed in their
church, where it retains its authentic f unction. I think that's what
happened here with the f rescoes in the new chapel. We see them
for their real purpose in a religious space.The chapel's black
ceiling is very important because you feelthe night above your
head, pregnant with the dawn that is coming.
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U rban

St. Louis tries to stem its
decline with a golf course.

*Lli

an ra

The City of St. Louis wants to bring Pebble Beach to its impover-
ished North Side. City off icials recently spent 938,000 preparing
plans for GatewayVillage, a nine-hole golf course with luxury
housing spread across 180 acres, including the former site of the
notorious Pruitt-lgoe public housing complex. Local leaders want
the U,S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
to chip in $8 million in grants to help fund their plan, which is
expected to cost $127 million.

A golf course in the ghetto is a dumb idea, Start with the demo-
graphics: More than half of U.S. golfers earn at least g40,0fi) a year,
and 96 percent have high school diplomas. On these threadbare
blocks of St. Louis's inner city, median annual household income in
1990 was $6,900, and most adults hadn't f inished high school.The
North Side, like other inner cities, desperately needs basic ser-
vices-stores, clinics, and transportation. A golf course won't help.

The city's stupidity carries over to the urban design for the site.
To build this recreational oasis, the city plans to demolish 209 turn-
of-the-century row houses and the few remaining businesses their
inhabitants support.The city wants to replace these rough blocks
with winding lanes lined by single-family lots and townhouses sur-
rounding the links and small lagoons. By transplanting a slice of
the suburbs into this forlorn neighborhood, off icials believe they

can reverse the decline of a city that has lost two-
thirds of its people sincethe 19b0s. (St. Louis, once
the nation's 10th largest city, now has a population of
396,000 and ranks 34th.) Anxious to restore the city's
tax base, civic leaders want to bring people back-as
long as they're middle class.

But this plan, developed by golf-course architect
Don Childs Associates of Sylvan Lake, Michigan, is
bound to fail.Though the existing blocks are exten-
sively ruined by abandonment, crime, and decay, it
would be betterto basefuture designs on the existing
fabric of the community. Instead, the project's devel-

oper,Waycor Development Company of Detroit, wants to tear it all
down and insert its own idea of a nice suburban neighborhood.

In recent decades, St. Louis officials have been radically short
of sensible ideas for reviving the city's core, and what was once a
vibrant urban center is quickly dying.Yet if a skilled urban design
team asked North Side residents what they need most in their
community, a golf course would rank last. As for making the plan
economically viable, Don Childs, who hopes to design the golf
course, maintains that the numbers would work. ,,Golf courses do
not draw on an immediate neighborhood," Childs assures. lt's hard
to think of a better reason not to build this one. Bradford McKee
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EYZANTII{E FRESC0 CHAPEL MUSEUM, H0UST0l{, TEXAS

ARcHITECTT Francois de Menil, Architect, NewYork City- Francois de Menil

(principal-in-charge), John Blackmon (project architect), Matthew Pickner

(schematic design proiect architect), Jan Greben (associate proiect architect),

Javier Arizmendi, Jeffrey Bacon, John Bennett, Agatha Klepacka, James

Moustaf ellos (pro ject team) EI{GINEERST Ove Arup & Partners (structural,

mechanical, electrical); cobourn Linseisen & Ratcliff (civil) coNsuLTANTs: Daniel

Stewart (landscape); Fisher Marantz Renfro Stone (lighting); James Carpenter

Design (glass); Robert Pringle (glass and metal finishing); Universal Survey

(surveyors); MaximTechnologies (testing laboratory) GENERALG0NTRACT0R: ws.
Bellows Construction Corporation cosT: Withheld at owner's request

PH0T0GRAPHER; PaulWarchol, except as noted

Structure comprises tr/z-inch-thick
laminated glass sheets clipped onto 4a'
inch- and lr/4-inch-diameter steel pipes'

which also serve as electrical conduits.

figured to recallthe original chapel on Cyprus'This ghostly struc-

ture glows with the halos of the holy f igures;the light green of the

water-white glass is just shades away on the color spectrum f rom

the blue of the mural's heavenly vaults, Frescoes and chapel are

radiant together.
The matte-black inner walls and ceiling of the surrounding box

silhouette the luminous chapel, creating a form with a hypnotic

presence.lnthiscontextoflightanddarkness,abronzedoortothe
altar appears as a void outlined by the background of luminous

glass, itself silhouetted by the black steel wall beyond'
Although the almost win-

dowless exterior may be overly austere, this closure of the primary

volume allows the architect to control the interior masterf ully' In

this environment of utter stillness, focus is all: nothing can distract

fromthefrescoes,andnothingfromtheephemeralevocationofthe
original chapel. As de Menil notes, the murals are the reliquary

within the glass construction, but this ephemeral chapel is itself a

reliquary contained in the building's concrete envelope'

Usually, Byzantine chapels and churches were decorated top to

bottom with murals. De Menil has simply extended the effect

murals always had on church walls by dematerializing the rest of

the chapel with darkness and light' He creates an interior with a

double revelation-the murals themselves, and then the light that

dematerializes and transcends matter, becoming an object itself.

The chapel progresses from stone to concrete and climaxes in

f uminance. JosePh Giovannini

Working altar stands at head of chapel

below restored frescoes'
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Fifty-two-year-old Francois de Menil came to architecture with a
sensibility already ref ined by other disciplines.The fourth of f ive
children raised by parents who both actively collected art and pur-
sued human rights causes, de Menil grew up in Houston, in a
sprawling, one-story, Miesian house designed by philip Johnson,
and also in NewYork, After an undergraduate year at Columbia, he
immersed himself in film-shooting, directing, and producing docu-
mentaries about artists JeanTinguely, Niki de Saint phalle, and
Mark di Suvero. As a producer, he worked with Richard pryor and
GeneWilder on Slfu Crazy f or Columbia pictures,

In the early 1980s, de Menil founded FDM productions, which not
only produced four Broadway plays, but also hired Charles
Gwathmey of Gwathmey Siegel & Associates to design its Fifth
Avenue off ices, Gwathmey then renovated de Menil's Houston
house in 1980, and his Neutra-designed LosAngeles house in 1gg1,
and in 1982 created a new house for de Menil in East Hampton.This
building experience proved formative for de Menil, who enrolled in
Cooper Union and earned his B. Arch. in 1g87. Summers he appren-
ticed with Richard Meier, and after graduation, worked for Kohn
Pedersen FoxAssociates and Nagel & Lesser.

FRANCOIS DE MENIL
PATRON TURNED ARCHITECT

In 1991, as soon as he passed his licensing exam, de Menil
opened his own NewYork f irm, completing several Manhattan resi-
dences, the NewYork offices ol Esquire magazine, and shops for
f ine leather dealer BottegoVeneto in Boston, Newyork, and Japan,

The Byzantine Fresco Chapel Museum is his f irst completed
freestanding building and his first institutional work. ,,1 asked to
look at this project and see if I could come up with a solution," says
de Menil, whose client was f irst the Menil Foundation, superseded
by the Byzantine Fresco Foundation, both headed by his mother,
Dominique de Menil. "Once the design gained the approval of the
board of directors, then it wasn't really a problem getting my moth_
er's approval.With their response, she had faith in it," De Menil
notes that he pushed for making a one-third scale mock-up of the
chapel. "l was concerned about how light would be diffused through
the glass, and the mock-up reinforced the concept and facilitated
the process. lt was easy to work with Dominique," he adds. ',There
are a lot of architects who say, 'Thank God for Mom."'

De Menil designs more f rom a raref ied sensibility than a theoret-
ical position.The stillness he creates with carefully controlled
forms and a limited materials palette foregrounds the pieces he
wants to feature-whether purses in a shop, f urniture in a room, or
art in a gallery. "We try to work with essences, and make the design
as concise and compact as possible, unencumbered with the super_
f luous," the quiet, ref lective architect explains. ,,An architecture of
simplicity doesn't incorporate anything more than it needs. Light,
shadow, and materials are the tools. A real space, as opposed to an
assemblage of surfaces, has a presence of repose; it ends up being
a refuge from the chaos that surrounds us."
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Piano enclosed replica of

Brancusi's studio in limestone
pavilion at northwest cornel

of Pompidou Center (above).

Stainless steel Panels and

north-facing sawtooth

skylights distinguish roof

as viewed from uPPer levels

of Pompidou (left).



Shaded forecourt to east

of studio (below) creates

contemplative space that
mediates between street

and plaza,
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Renzo Piano reinterprets the
Romanian sculptor's atelier
outside the Pompidou Center.

For Constantin Brancusi, the humble
wooden shack that was his studio, together
with his sculptures in various stages of
completion and those still latent in uncar-
ved blocks of wood and stone, all constitut-
ed a single signif icant whole. Pondering the
interrelationships between these brought
the sculptor insight and inspiration.To keep
altering these relationships, so that he

might always see them af resh, some of his
sculptures revolved slowly on turntables.

When Brancusi bequeathed his works
to the French state, he stipulated that they
be displayed as he had arranged them in
his original studio near Montparnasse.
However, the studio was demolished shortly
after the sculptor died in 1957; some two
decades later, a rough replica was built in
front of the northwest corner of the
Pompidou Center, adjacent to the retaining
wall that edges the plaza. Besides looking
scruffy and forlorn, the humble, gray-paint-
ed shack provided neither the security nor
the access to serve as a public gallery.
Although open to the public two afternoons
a week, this access was deliberately not
publicized, and visitors were few.

As part of his renovation of the Pompidou
Center, which will be partially closed for
two years starting this September, architect
Renzo Piano has rebuilt Brancusi's studio.
Though the 4,500-square-foot building is
a small commission, Piano identif ied with
it strongly.The architect realized that he,
like Brancusi, saw his designs, the studio
spaces in which they are developed, and
the models and photographs of his earlier
works on display, as constantly cross-
fertilizing parts of a single whole.

The new Brancusi studio occupies the
same site as the replica. Piano's pavilion
is set lower, between plaza and street level,
and enfolded by an ambulatory whose

l===

.:;;::
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windowless wall dignif ies this building
as a special precinct. Piano's mini-museum
is more solidly built than the earlier version,

and meets modern curatorial standards,

but the studio is the same shape and size

as the original and is also brightly north-lit
through shed roofs.

The public does not enter Brancusi's
studio, but peers into it f rom the softly
top-lit ambulatory, through glazed openings

where the original windows and door were.

At one corner, the ambulatory widens into

another exhibition space; a shaded court

adjacent to the stair to the new precinct

lends tranquility to the ambulatory, separat-
ing it f rom the hurly-burly of its surroundings.

To protect the glass roof over the
ambulatory and present a neat view to those

looking down f rom the Pompidou Center,

the roof is clad in perforated, matte-f in-

ished, stainless-steel panels. (Such panels

have become a standard Piano solution,
covering the Bercy 2 shopping center in

Paris and Kansai International Airport
in Osaka.) However, the translucent, milky
glass of the shed clerestories remains

unprotected so that the light in the studio
approximates the levels in the original.

The hardness and precision ofthe new

building's steel-paneled roof and stone-clad

outer walls present a character very differ-
ent from Brancusi's original f limsy timber

shack, I nside this defensive, crisp carapace,

the white-painted, exposed-wood frame
(with plastered walls) of the new studio
is more robust and neatly ordered than the

original, but it asserts a quiet dignity that

complements the sculptures beautif ully.

Piano's pavilion neither copies nor com-
petes with the absent original, whose
presence lingers hauntingly in Brancusi's

{amous photographs. Peter Buchanan

Visitors circulate through

top-lit amhulatory wrapping
glass-enclosed studio (above).

Stretched fabric ceiling and

north-f acing skylights simu-

late diffused daylight in which

Brancusi worked (helow).
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Crrcuiatron cortir.lor opens

rnto srnall exhibit gallery

,rt northwest corner of

rrluseurlr {right). White-
washed wood structure and

sawtooth skylights (below)

abstractly recreate spatial
rtuality of Brancusi's original
tintber shed.
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I think architects who do not share this concern for
urban design are going to be left out in the future
because projects are becoming larger, and the impor-
tant projects engage a larger context.These days, more

often than not, projects start with master planning,

then you get jobs for architecture.We began our work in
Princeton with a master plan, and now we're doing two
buildings.The Getty started as a master plan.

How would you describe your approach to urban
design?

MACHADO: At the structural level, I would say it is
quite Classical-the order, the sequences. But again,
our approach is one more example, at a diff erent scale,
of what we were saying before about manipulating lan-
guages,We could have, {or instance, a site-planning
study that is rooted in Classicism, but produces a very

modern or contemporary environment.

We always try to produce order, even though this is a

very unfashionable thing to say today. Cynics say, and

for many it is diff icult to resist being cynical, "There is

chaos in the world; who cares?"We're exactly the oppo-
site; we are very positive.

SILVETTI:We were talking the other day in California
about the phenomenon of architecture that says the city
is all about disorder and f ragmentation, so you make

your architecture disorderly and f ragmented. I think
this is ridiculous because when you look at the f rag-

mented, disordered city, it is really made out of pure,

perfect, f inite, whole buildings that are square, round,

and other regular shapes. Chaos cannot, and should

not, be produced. lt should result from natural forces.

How has building more projects changed your work?
SILVETTI: lt changes the way we work in the off ice.

I don't see a major change in the work itself or in our
philosophy.We are now conf ronted with the realities of

time, and how time affects the off ice, how little time we

have to talk, and how, finally, one of us has to take care

of the job. Until recently, we were doing everything

together, all the time. And now, that's very diff icult.We
have to rely much more on our team leaders.

MACHADO:We've managed to maintaining the cul-

ture of our off ice, lt is quite informal, and people are
good at many things rather than being too specialized,
and there is communication at all levels.We manage to
keep our eye on every signif icant design decision that
is made. I've seen enough disasters when firms grow.

So how do you work?
SILVETTI: Each one has a job that he follows, but we

both try to be in touch with all the jobs.

Do you design together?
MACHADO: At the beginning, yes. And very much in

solitude. Nobody else is around. We have back-to-back
tables and we f ight a lot.

SILVETTI:What happens is that there's a spark, and

f rom that, the work begins. Suddenly, one of us comes

82 architecture: april 1 997

up with something convincing, and then the other
jumps in, and we follow f rom that.

MACHADO: lt's a very personal process.

SILVETTI: Our communication is very fast f rom all
these years of elaborating things together. But not in all

stages anymore. We rely more on the team leaders.

You were among the f irst to embrace the convergence
of literary and architectural theory.Yet recently, your
writing suggests that that particular theoretical
debate has exhausted itself.

MACHADO:That always happens, particularly in the
beginning, when one is trying to innovate. lt was a use-
f ul model for certain things at certain times, and

remarns so.

SILVETTI: lt is important to understand that at the
time, we're talking about the ',|960s, corporate architec-
ture of the worst kind dominated America, as well as

big disasters at the social level with housing and urban
renewal.The literary model was a powerfultoolto say,

"Listen, architecture is part of culture, and if you don't
understand culture..." lt was a vehicle for critioue, and it
was devastating.

Why devastating?
SILVETTI: Because it turned things around.The

whole history o{ theory really began at that moment,

and I think it was very positive at the beginning.Then
what happens is the inevitable moment of instrumen-
talization: is it syntactic or semantic, and how do we

operate on it, which led to the demise of linguistics. lt
became very banal and a vulgarization of the critique.
But that's almost always inevitable with any model of

theory and philosophy. Look what happened with
Deconstruction. At one moment, it's an interesting idea

for demystifying some cultural constructs, and then
immediately it becomes a style.The theoretical "con-
struction" became the thing to be constructed-the lit-
eral translation. lt got so stupid.The same thing
happened with linguistics.

In your book, you wrote that theory is at a dead end.

What do you think of architectural theory today?
SILVETTI: I don't think that architectural theory is

very well-focused. lt has taken off on its own, like it's
another practice. And I don't see it helping architec-
ture. lt doesn't help building.

MACHADO: lt's a practice by itself with its own

tenure systems and its own patrolled schools and

decontrolled schools. I don't know where it's going

to lead, but it's a mess,

SILVETTI: I think it has to be architecturally reposi-
tioned and reorganized somehow; theory has to be

re{ounded in a way. But, you know, I'm not thinking
about that too much these days. I'm running a practice

and a school [Harvard's Graduate School of Design].
MACHADO: We're still interested in theory, but in

our theories, rather than contemporary theory. We just

want to make good buildings.
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As part of the master plan they completed for princeton
University in 1995, Machado and Silvetti designed a
267 -hed dormitory to reinforce the existing campus,
South facade's precast concrete paneling (facing page)
forms a monumental backdrop to athletic fields.
Construction begins in June.

What do you think of architecture's current direction?
StLVETTI: I don't think there is a direction.
MACHADO: lt's hard to imagine the emergence of

another religious moment where everybody would be
doing things as some sort of salvation. No one is as naive
as architects were at the beginning of the century.There
is less consensus, many more voices. Architects are
treated differently now-what is expected of us is differ_
ent.The giants of Modernism acted in a more recepttve
society. Look at the competition f or work now.

What contemporary architects do you f ind interesting?
MACHADO: Currently, I have no heroes. I am dazzled

by some details, some moments. For instance, I have
great respect for Rafael Moneo_sometimes he is
spectacular- and other architects in Spain.They build
so well, and their work seems to belong to that place.
I also like Philippe Starcr.

SILVETTI: I have been very impressed by the cemerery
of Enrique Miralles-absolutely one of the best things I,ve
seen in a long time. I likeWill Bruder's phoenix public
Library; it's pretty impressive. l,ve seen Frank Gehry,s
Guggenheim in Bilbao and think it's absolutely pnenome_
nal, just breathtaking. I also liked Norman Foster,s sub_
way there.

You're choosing buildings rather than architects.
SILVETTt: lt's always about the pieces of work. But I

will say that I will always be interested in knowing what
Moneo, Alvaro Siza, Rem Koolhaas, and, of course, Frank
Gehry are going to do next.These people always think
when they work.There's nothing worse than automatic
architects, which many tend to become after a while,The
market forces the dynamics of their off ices. people like
Michael Graves and Morphosis become self_abusinq. lt,s
sad because these people are very talented.

MACH.ADO: Architects often miss beauty, fantasy, and
the dream condition in their work. With the Engtish archi_
tects like Foster, I like the details immensely and how they
f it into the f rame, but I cannot buy the whole deat.

Most architects develop a certain design language and
then work within it.

MACHADO: Certainly one tends to develop great
aff ection for some f eatures, for some ways of doing things.
But we are more interested in developing a personal way
of working that ls deeper than just the expression of the
language. What is constant is the way in which we f ace
the problem, not the way in which the design is expressed.

StLVETTt:The idea of one vocabulary per architect
becomes associated with a moralistic view that the lan-
guage they are embracing is what is good for society, but
the morality of a certain style we know doesn,t work any_
more. lt's not true that the Modern style is good for ordi_
nary people, and Classicism is only for rich peopte, and
so on.These things are absolutely absurd. An architect
has to ground his or her work, in history.There is no other
way. History is the source of all knowledge, and the more
one knows about it, the better.

l*- - -"
i1

Machado and Silvetti teamed up with corporate identity
consultant Lippincott and Margulies to design a fast-food
prototype for a major restaurant chain and a string of
Spanish gas stations. The architects are also designing
Lippincott and Margulies's New york offices.

Two projects at the University of Cincinnati reflect the
architects' urban design sensibility. The Sigma Sigma
Commons tower (facing page) will anchor .urnpm grran
when completed in 1998. Jefferson Residence Life Hall
(below) combines dormitories, classrooms, dining hall,
faculty apartments, and offices and will open in 1999.
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Caf6 seats 100 peoPle on terrace

overlooking outdoor theater (100 more

inside). Underground auditorium is

concealed by terraces (foreground in

photo), and is entered under footbridge

leading to Getty house'

Architects' designs are often stolen
by clients and other architects.
Why do so few designers protest?

It was a consulting engineer who f irst told architect
Benjamin Schafferthat his client had stolen his design.

Schaffer Associates Architects, a 1O-person f irm in New

York City, was hired by NCWL Development Corporation in

May 1990 to design an $8 million industrial building in lower
Manhattan for a fee of $240,000.The client paid Schaffer for
his work through construction documents in 1991, but the
project languished for two years because NCWL didn't have

the money to build.Then, "quite out of the blue" in late 1993,

Schaffer recalls, the engineer phoned. "He said, 'Ben, are
you aware that there's another architect on this project? He's

made some minor revisions to your drawings.' "

The other architect, Anthony Morali of M/G Architects,
had been hired in August 1993 by NelsonYeung of NCWL,

Yeung gave Morali a computer disk of Schaffer's drawings
from which to work. Moralialtered Schaffer's documents

and filed them with the NewYork City building department
that October; the new architect redesigned the ground floor
and moved the air ducts, plus other minor changes, butthe
plans, sections, details, and notes were nearly the same as

Schaffer's originals.
The developer didn't tell Schaff er he was off the iob

untilthe architect called to ask about M/G's role in the
project. Schaff er protested, reminding the client that the

drawings belonged to the architect, thatthey had been copied

without his permission, and that he had not been paid for
their use. In addition, the contract stated that if Schaffer
were f ired without cause, the developer would owe him a

9!! I architecture:april 1997



termination fee of 5 percent.Yeung directed Schaffer to his
lawyer, who assured Schaffer that his client had paid the
architect his f ull commissron.

Schaff er f iled suit against NCWL before the American
Arbitration Association and won $50,000 plus court costs in
December 1995.The developer, whose countersuit was dis-
missed by the arbitrator, asked the state Supreme Court to
reduce or withdraw the award and was rejected. Schaff er
was ultimately forced to secure a sheriff 's order to garnish
Yeung's assets beforeYeung finally handed overthe award.
"ln the end I got my money and proved my point,', Schaffer
asserts. "Architects must understand they're entitled to a
certain level of client respect."

In search of a cheaper architect
Not all architects are so victorious-or so bold. Architects'

designs are stolen all the time, and most do nothing about it.
Design rip-offs usually follow what one Florida federal judge
calls a "pungently familiar" pattern:Typically, clients hire
one architect to work through schematics or design develop_
ment, then pass that architect's drawings on to a second,
presumably cheaper, firm to execute construction docu-
ments and see the project to completion, According to
Schaff er,Yeung's new architect told him he could shave 91
million off the project's cost. In most cases, as in Schaff er's,
the pilfering client violates the original architect's copyright
protection of his or her drawings, and the bargain architect
commits (usually knowingly) a breach of ethics.

"Boy, does that happen all the time," scoffs NewYork
architect George Ranalli, who insists that his store designs
have been "copied incessantly" and who swears that one
well-known NewYork architect stole his design for an off ice
interior. Ranalli, who won't name the off ending architect for
fear of "looking like a jerk in public," claims the plagiarized
design is "just like my sheetrock work."

Such cases occur frequently, contend architects and
attorneys, butthe documented cases of hijacked design are
few when compared with the numerous disputes that never
get aired publicly because architects are wary of pressing
charges. An architect could launch a second career in the
time it takes to prosecute the malf easant parties, and legal
wrangling often generates bad publicity. Architects-notori-
ously naive about matters of business and law-fear that if
their names are linked to litigation, they'll never work for
decent clients again. For instance, one established, hus-
band-and-wife team in NewYork learned that its house
design for a wealthy couple in the Midwest was probably
copied by another architect and is now being built.yet the
architects never confronted their client because of the risk
of losing f uture work and referrals f rom the client. an inf lu-
ential businessman.

Abrupt f irings
Most architects shudder at the cost of defending their

professional dignity: Chasing thieves is expensive and time-
consuming, and can drive designers to the brink of bankrupt-
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, Mindel's apartment is entered through a cyndrical gallery that leads to living and

dining areas. Bench is designed by Antonio Gaudi. ', Sweeping stainless steel

staircase leads to rooftop pavilion. Treads and risers are fotmed from a I/4-inch-thick
sheet of stainless steel,
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Living area stretches along south perimeter to fireplace franrecl in steel and

structural glass. New double-glazed windows offer views to East and lludson rivers.
wall shelf (left at rear) and circular table (center) are designed by Jean prouv6. Black
leather chairs are by Jules-Emile Leleu; coffee table by paul l(jaerholrn. Antonio
citterio sofa is flanked by Fritz Henningsen-designed wing chair, prouve console, and
kite lamp by Pierre Guariche.
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, ,: r Underside of concrete and metal stair is finished in plaster' :tr'.t: Dining room

is screened from stair and cylindrical gallery by aluminum-framed glazed panels.

Flooring around staircase and in gallery is concrete mixed with quartz aqgregate. Oak

floors in dining and living areas are inset with cherry strips to reflect ceiling beams.
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Dining roorn table is designed hy Mindel and partner Peter Shelton: chairs by

Josef Hoffnrann. Glass chandelter, created by Syrie Maughn rn the l9.l0s for Veninr.
was origrrrally conrntissioned for Lord [t4ountbattcn's Lorrdon irouse. Hans

Wegrrer's ox charrs flank seating area next to dinrrrg table. Sliding basswoorl doors c0n-
ceal bar and storage" Ruhberized canvas mat hy V'soske defines seatinq area. % =a
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NATURAL
A theater complex byToyo lto echoes the landscape of Japan's snow country.

!yric Hall's south elevation (top) reveals

curved, corrugated glass-enclosed con-

cert hall and concrete fly tower of prosce-

nium theater that project above

aluminum roof. Narrow reglets in roof

run perpendicular to slope to hold snow'

Walkway (right) connects Lyric Hall to

new art museum. Ventilation shaft visu-

ally anchors Ito's horizontal complex.
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Loggia is pierced with hole (dght) to
admit daylight. Splayed columns (bottom

left) offer lateral stability. While much

of roof slab is beam-free, steel pipe

beams (bottom right) support arching

forms of taxi stand at hall's eastern end.

Toyo lto's experiments with light and transparency have earned the 5s-year-old Japanese
architect an international reputation, evidenced by his inclusion in the Museum of Modern
Art's 1995 "Light construction" show (Architecture, November 1995, pages 24-25). lto's
most recent building, Lyric Hall in Nagaoka, f urthers the architect's tradition of ephem-
erality with spatial f luidity.

Lyric Hall goes beyond simple formal strategies; lto describes the rural performing arts
center as a landscape. He calls its softly undulated aluminum-clad roof "hills" and the loose-
ly organized steel columns of the interior, reminiscent of Alvar Aalto's spaces, a "forest,"

Although metaphors of nature repeatedly surface in lto's work, they are particularly apt
in Nagaoka, a city of about 150,000 f ramed by mountain ranges in western Japan's Niigata

PERF ER



Prefecture.The site of Lyric Hall is no more than a f lat, undistinguished plain reclaimed

f rom the nearby Shinano River, but this agricultural region is one still closely connected to

nature. lto enriches the immediate locale by tying his building clearly to the land beyond.

The region is called yukiguni or "snow country"-accumulations of up to 4 feet of snow

are common.The rolling form of Lyric Hall's roof holds, rather than sheds, the snow: the alu-

minum roofing features narrow channels intended to act as concrete keys, wedging the

snow in place.The channels run along the slope of the roof, rather than downward, and

heavy cleats marshal themselves at the roof 's edges. ln this way, lto ensures that the build-

ing is covered in soft blankets of whiteness six months of the year.

Punching up through the f lowing plane of the roof are an elliptical cylinder and a tall box.

These minimalist pieces hint at the performance hall's overall organization.The black box

is the f ly tower of an inky, 450-seat proscenium theater, while the glowing cylinder, wrapped

with a wall of corrugated glass, holds a luminous, 700-seat concert hall.

The theaters are located to the east of a long, open space that wraps around to the south

Second-floor lobhy (top) flows around

volumes of concert hall and theater at

western end of building. Steel stair leads

to lower-level lounge and rehearsal spaces.

Klein/Dytham designed buffet table
(right) and snakelike benches (far right)'

which are either movable or fixed' and

can be connected hy belts to partition

lobby during simultaneous performances.
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and becomes the lobby, separated from the greensward beyond by a mullion-free glass wall
and a line of thin columns.To the west, the lobby meets a stair which connects to rehearsal
studios below. Above, the lobby terminates in an information lounge, housing an array of
computers and magazines devoted to the performing arts.

From this airy lobby, which is almost constantly in use, covered walkways lead to two
other recently completed facilities-a more formal hall to the west and a new art museum
to the east. lto absorbs the covered walkways into his lobby, drawing people into the build-
ing rather than simply having them pass under the f ront loggia.

The f luid, open-plan lobby is enticing;few can pass through without stopping.yet even
when there is no one around, the lobby f eels f ull of life, thanks to the snaking forms of f urni-
ture designed by two of lto's prot6g6s, Astrid Klein and Mark Dytham of the youngTokyo-
based architecture firm Klein/Dytham. From the earliest stages, the client wanted to create
a community-friendly cultural facility, justifying the building's g2B million price, which
required national and local government support.

Covered walkway to west of stepped ter-
race (above) connects lyric Hall to new
conference and meeting center on south-
west side of site. Slotted windows emit
lfternoon light while shietding pedestri-
ans from cold winds. Ito designed wavy
plywood benches.

Curved glass wall framing boomerang-
shaped terrace (above) animates first-floor
lounge. Tiny lozenge-shaped, first-floor
courtyard between concert hall and
theater (below) soars through second-
floor lobby to roof, flooding both levels
with daylight.



Proscenium thealer steps down from sec-

ond-floor entrance on south to stage at

first floor. Rear wall is clad in a*ylic wall
panels and steel mesh backed by acousti-

cal insulation.

In addition to the two large theaters, Lyric Hall includes 10 public rehearsal rooms of

varying sizes, ranging f rom a traditional room with tatami-mat f loors to the two-story vol-

ume of the largest studio, which doubles as a small performance space'

Ito took advantage of the advanced security and equipment requirements of the halls to

design Lyric Hall as an intelligent building, where magnetized cards are issued to visitors

as a way to make the rehearsal rooms more accessible.These cards automatically open a

set of doors and turn on the heat and lights to a selected space, As yet, the management

has not implemented the system completely because the area is so isolated.

Ito set the stage for dramatic vignettes as people travel through Lyric Hall: during the

day, a shaft of sun may fall like a spotlight through a hole in the loggia, shining on a couple

as they stroll by; at night, one might spy a single person, walking among the winding bench-

es and the forest of columns, with a blanket of snow f loating overhead. Dana Buntrock

Dana Buntrock is assrslant p rofessor of architecture at the U niversity of lllinois in Chicago'

Rippling ceiling and walls acoustically

modulate elliptical concert hall (left). Rods

in plywood wall panels repeat rhythm of

light tubes that wrap stage. Glowing two-

inch-diameter a*ylic tubes encircling

stage (above) are lit by halogen lamps.
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East-west section

-{\*,''Mushroom-capped steel columns
penetrate irregular ceiling lattice of
aluminum strips (above), quieting
reverberation and reflecting light deep

into lobby. Steel stair (below) connects
second-floor lobby and first-floor lounge,

Second-floor plan

First-floor plan

Q concert hall

(B theater

@ green room

(O courtyard

@ mechanical

@ dressing room

O lounge

@ office

@ rehearsal studio

@ studio

f{r'rrz' Q

@ information lounge

@ open to below

@ director's room

@ buffet and coatroom

LYRIC HALL, NAGAOKA, JAPAI{

CLIEl{T: City of Nagaoka ARCHITECT: Toyo lto + Associates,Tokyo_Toyo tto (prin_
cipal),Tatsuo Kuwabara (project architect), Atsushi lto, Shin,ichiTakeuchi.
Yoshiakirezuka, KenTominaga,Teruoyasuda (proiect team) LANDSCApE ARCHITEGT:
Motoko lshikawa +Tokyo Landscape Architects Et{cINEERST KSp_Hanawa
structural Engineers (structural); uichi Inoue Laboratory (mechanical); setsubi
Keikaku Engineering company (erectricar) coilsULTAI{TS: Nagata Acoustics
(acoustics); Shozo Motosugi (theater planning);Tesuya Oguri (stage planning);
Motoi Hattori (stage lighting); Krein/Dytham Architects (f urniture) Kijuroyahagi
(signage); Koizumi Sangyo corporation (righting) cENERALC0irrRAcroRs: Kosugi
Corporation, Obayashi Corporation, CoST; g23 million pHoT0cnApHER: Dana
Buntrock, except as noted
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lnvisible Structures, Inc.

Gordon, Inc.

!v

NAAMM

Truebro

Grasspavez new rolls are sold in nine

sizes for Iast easy installation 10 m2

(108 sf) to 125 m2 (1346 sf). This
100% recycled plastic ring and grid

system is a substitute for asphalt sur-

facing allowing real grass lor parking

lots. fire lanes, pedestrian areas. Grass

low-traffic pavement is very strong' sta-

ble. and porous. CADD disks call 800-

233- 1 51 0 or http://www.grasspave.com

Circle 75.

Extruded Aluminum Cleanroom
Grid-Gordon offers a complete line

o{ cleanroom grid systems for every

application including hospitals, phar-

maceutical, aerospace, food-process-

ing and semiconductor manufacturing

facilities. Call 1-800-747-8954 for
more intormation.

Circle 79.

Gui& SWif ications for l'/lanufactutd
Steet Detention Cells-NAAMM Stan-

dard SCM 13135-96, "Guide Specifica-

tions for Manufactured Steel Detention

Cells," is published by the Steel Cell Man-

ufacturers Division of NMMM. This new

publication includes information on engi-

neering and design, workmanship and

structural components related to manufac-

tured steel cells. Delivery and installation is

covered as is the division of responsibility

for these phases of a project. NAAMM

headquarters, 31 21332-0405 or F ax,

312332-0706.
Circle 83.

TRUEBRO manulactures a professional

line of engineered under sink protection

devices. The Lav GuardrM' Lav ShieldrM

and Basin GuardrM satisfy the Americans

with Disabilities Act article 4.19.4 and

4.24.6, California P.15048, ANSI A117.1

and BOCA P-1205.4.2 code requirements'

These products accommodate wheel-

chaired individuals access to sinks and

lavatories, making those fixtures barrier

free and accessible.

Circle 87.
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Springs Window Fashions

Innerface Architectural Signage, Inc.

SPRINGS WINDOW FASHIONS
COMMERCIAL WINDOW TREAT-
MENTS-Springs manufactures Bali,

Graber and Nanik window treatments

for commercial applications. Products

include horizontal and vertical blinds,

oleated/cellular shades and drapery

hardware. Now available, fire retar-

dant cellular shade fabrlc lor our
Graber CrystalPleat shades. Archi-

lects and specification writers, call

Specfax (800-327-9798) .for answers

to technical queslions or to request

faxed copies of specificalion sheets.

Circle 77.

ADA SIGNAGE COMPLIANCE--O n e

of the nation s leading architectural

signage companies for over 25 years,

Innerface of{ers signage planning and

waylinding consulting, and a com-

olete line of interior, exterior and ADA

signage. Nationwide coverage ano a
commitment to qualitY driven cus-

tomer service have made INNER-

FACE "The ComPanY That Does
Things Right." For your local sales

representative please call (800) 445-

4796.
Circle 81.

lnc.
BIRD AND CLIMBING ANIMAL CON-

TROL-Nixalite of America Inc. manu-

factures a stainless steel barrier pro-

viding long lasting and effective con-

trol for pesl birds and climbing ani-

mals. NIXALITE blends with the sur-

rounding architecture and does not

detract from struclural design. NIX-

ALITE's brochure provides information

and lists model specifications, estimat-

ing procedures, mounting systems'
accessories and special servlces'
800/624-1189 or fax 800/624-1 196'

Vrsit our website at http://www nlx-

alite.com
Circle 85.

The Copper in Architecture Hand'

book. More in{ormation lhan ever as-

sembled before on the copper metals

in architecture and building construc-

tion. Contains designs, details and

specifrcations in hard coPY and on

CAD diskettes. Provides abundant,

oractical information on physical and

mechanical properties, historical appli-

cations. Includes maintenance proce-

dures. copper product sources. tabri-

cator and installer lists. Copper Devel-

opment Association Handbook:
$85.00. Disks (4): $40.00. Copper De-

velopment Association; 260 Madison

Avenue, New York, NY 10016' 800-

cDA-DATA 212-251-7200
Circle 89.

Nixalite of America,

Copper DeveloPment Association
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Lighting Gonsidered

Experts drscuss the issues

l. Measuring the Success

of a Lighting Design

Given that lighting can be so intan-

gible an element in a space, measuring the

success of a lighting design seems nearly

impossible. One can measure the perfor-

mance of a chair, the capacity of a filing

cabinet, the amount of light admitted by

glazings, but a purely quantitative analysis

of lighting output imparts little information,

since so much depends on the quality of

light in a space and how it does or does

not serve its users. Which begs the ques-

tions: What is good lighting design? How

can it be measured? And how can we

declare a design "poor" if we do not know

the process through which it was arrived?

One thing is ceftain: Consuming more elec-

tricity doesn't necessarily result in better

lighting, just as the specification of a light-

ing system that merely consumes energy

efficiently does not necessarily translate to

good design.

Still, measurable results are essen-

tial to communicating the value of good

lighting to building owners. "New methods

"Pertormance contracting can be

a value-added service of lighting

designers, assuring the owner

that the whole system works

and will continue to work,"

sals Russell Leslie.

that simply measure lighting benefits such

as occupant satisfaction, sales volume, a

sense of security, comfort, and other values

could be of great use," maintains lighting

researcher Russell Leslie. "Performance

contracting can be a value-added service of

lighting designers, assuring the owner that

the whole system works and will continue

to work. "

Until such evaluations are enfolded

into the standard range of services, howev-

er, lighting designers will continue to have

to justify their work (and fees!) on the basis

of their design aesthetics, problem-solving

skills, and ability to come up with perfor-

mance-oriented, energy-efficient designs-
all three of which, in the end, should

convince building owners and their contrac-

tors of a lighting designer's value.

ll. Energy Efficiency and

Environmental StewardshiP

Energy efficiency has been the

main stimulus of change in the lighting

industry in recent years; yet for so noble a

pursuit, much bad lighting has been done in

its name. Still, 50 percent of the lamps now

available weren't on the market just five

years ago, offering lighting designers more

tools to choose from than ever before.
"When I started in this business there were

four lamps I used," remembers Lesley

Wheel. "Now there are literally hundreds. "

ADVERTISEMENT
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lighting Considered

Experts drscuss the issues

Utility deregulation has played a

large role in promoting energy efficiency,

and fixture manufacturers have been work-

ing long hours to come out with products

that make use of the latest lamps in the

most efficient manner. "lt will very soon be

routine to use the most energy-efficient

sources to light all of our spaces," predicts

Russell Leslie. "Metal halides, for example,

have a controllable beam, offer a big punch,

are highly efficient, and are now being pack-

aged in smaller wattages, so they can be

used with more versatility. Even reflector

lamps are being made from these

sources. "

"l think it's exciting to try to do

good lighting design without being wasteful

and irresponsible, " says Hayden McKay,

who originally opposed energy usage codes

but now finds herself in full support of them

and, indeed, has played a key role in their

development. "l've pretty much come full

circle in the last 20 years. Initially I worked

on energy codes so they wouldn't get

worse; I kept saying that education was all

we needed to instill a sense of responsibili-

ty, and that the energy code was an inap-

propriate way of dealing with the problem.

lf we save a nickel in energy

but waste a dollar in productiv-

ity and good design, what good

have we really done?" asks

But I've seen so many people who don't

care how much energy they use to get the

result they want that I've come to realize

that the codes are necessary, and that edu-

cation doesn't always have the effect you

hope it will. So now we're using the code in

order to do the responsible job that we

would have done normally, but the code

ensures that those who wouldn't be so

responsible can't be irresponsible. "

But Mitchell Kohn laments the fact

that so much bad lighting has been in done

in the name of preserving energy, and

points to such technologically useless

devices as compact fluorescent adapters

and cheao retrofit linear fluorescent reflec-

tors-both of which do nothing to consider

the essential element of optics in lighting-
as cases in point. "There should be a law

against compact fluorescent adapters, "

Kohn says. "Did anybody ever design an

incandescent fixture that works equally well

with compact fluorescents? lt's absurd. I've

walked into $300 a night hotels and seen

compact fluorescent lamps sticking out of

the lobby downlights. I'm not going to pay

$300 a night for that! lf we save a nickel in

energy but waste a dollar in productivity

and good design, what good have we really

done?" he asks.

In the end, as LesleY Wheel

reminds us, there are no bad sources'

simply bad applications for sources.

Mitchell Kohn.

ADVERTISEMENT



"We have been utilizing Stemberg

pedestrian lighting for 1 0 years

and have been pleased wfUr

their durabilrty, boflr sfucUrally

and mileiically, as well

TSiTjll'grllation@ .,

Reed Bradford, Street Lighting

Shndards Engineer, Public

Service Company of Colomdo

'We continue to place orders

for Sternberg fixtures and

poles, They have always

anived on schedule and been

of the highest quality. I would

recommend them to anyone."

Alva Smith, Public Works

Director, Wagoner, 0K
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"Whlle developing the MGM

Theme Park in Las Vegas, I was

impressed with the variety of

designs and the help I received

developing custom designs.

Oualrty, delivery and seruice were

all outstanding. I will certainly

be specifying Sternberg Vintage

Lighting in the future."

Frank Murphy, Project Manager

People on the street may misake Stemberg's

vintage lighting for the original equipment.

But the people who maintain them never do.

That's because Sternberg's producb are

desiped to recall the past and engineered

for today. Energv efficient. Vandal resistant.

Vith durable cast aluminum construction

to withstand decades of punishment.

Discover why so many people recommend

Sternberg. If you'd like more information

about Sternberg vintage sryle lighting, call or

far a request for our 72-prye color catalog:

847 - 588-3400, F a 847 - 588-3 440.

sH#^m.Rc
7401 Oak park Ave. * Niles. tL 607t4

Circle 183 on information card
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Lighting Gonsideted

Experts discuss the issues

lll. The Dilemma of lighting Packages

and Substitutions

Designing lighted environments

and identifying and specifying the appropri-

ate equipment is only a small part of the

lighting designer's job: Defending their

designs and ensuring that the equipment

they specify actually gets installed on a pro-

ject takes up at least as much time, and

often more. One of the realities of working

in the lighting industry is symbolized by the

tiny phrase "or equal," which allows equip-

ment distributors, once a spec has gone

out to bid, to substitute specified equip-

ment with offerings from other manufactur-

ers if the piece of equipment is considered
"equal" in terms of its aesthetic and perfor-

mance characteristics. But rarely are two

pieces of equipment indeed "equal," and if

a lighting designer researches and specifies

a cenain piece of lighting equipment it is

usually for a reason that cannot easily be

"equalized" without deliberation and

experience.

Comments Lesley Wheel,

"We're probably spending 10

percent of our time designing

and 90 percent pushing for our

work to be realized in the

way that we intended."

Equipment packaging is a related

and perhaps even more contentious bane

of lighting designers. Given that major light-

ing distributors are loyal to several specific

lighting manufacturers, substitutions are

rampant in the practice of packaging, and

opportunities for lighting designers to break

up packages are limited. Some lighting

designers even feel that attempting to

break up packages can be compromising to

their careers. "Try to break a package on a

New York job and you're going to get

trashed by the construction manager and

the construction company immediately,"

cautions Bill Schwinghammer. "They'll

even go to the point of making you look

incompetent. "

But, as Lesley Wheel Points out,

once a spec is packaged with substituted

equipment, "all of those nuances you've

designed into a job go out the window. "

One solution, counsels Hayden McKay, is

to anticipate the package during the design

process, "so that you know where to draw

your battle lines. lf there's something that

absolutely cannot be substituted, write that

into the spec. We've found that it pays to

try to work with the package to the extent

that it works with our concept. In this way,

we'll typically get 99 percent of the parts

we want, and we're able to limit the amount

ADVERTISEMENT
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of substitution. lf you design without any

awareness of how the equipment is likely to

be packaged, however, you run the risk of

having everything substituted. "

George Sexton offers a slightly dif-

ferent solution to the problem of packaging.

He counsels designers to actually call up

the reps in their areas and let them know

that their equipment is being specified so

that they can get in and fight for the busi-

ness. "We find that this method saves us a

lot of time. because when that first set of

shop drawings comes in, 80 percent of it is

right, and then we only have to spend time

fighting for the other 20 percent. "

And it is the time sPent defending

their designs and fighting for their work to

be realized that is the most frustrating

aspect of packaging and substitutions for

designers. "We're working on such tight

fee margins and schedules that the time we

actually spend designing is shrinking while

"Try to break an equipment

package on a New York iob and

yon're going to get trashed bY

the construction com pany

i m mediately," ca utions Bill

the time we're spending fighting for our

designs and attending to other administra-

tive aspects is growing to the point of

engulfing us," comments an exasperated

Lesley Wheel. "We're probably spending

1O percent of our time designing and 90

percent pushing for our work to be realized

in the way that we intended. "

But, perhaps due to his Chicago-

area location, where there are few other

competing lighting designers, Mitchell Kohn

finds that he rarely has to worry about

packaging. "l write one-name specs," he

says to an roomful of astonished col-

leagues. "When lwrite the spec, I call the

manufacturers to get pricing, and so when

the job goes out I know how the reps are

going to price it and there are no surprises.

This way we don't have to Put out a

competitive bid." While Kohn admits to

having been involved in situations where

the equipment he has specified has been

substituted, his solution is to go to his

client and ask why he is being paid a design

fee when his design advice is so clearly

being ignored.

Horton agrees that this is a good

way to handle such situations, but is willing

to go even a step further. He advises

charging the building owner a separate and

additional fee for implementing the design

concept as specified. In this way, he

explains, the owner becomes invested in

seeing the concept fulfilled.
Schwinghammer.

ADVERTISEMENT
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Horton advises charging

the building owner a

separate and additional fee

for implementing the design

concept as specified; in this

way, the owner becomes

invested in seeing the

concept fulfilled,

lV. What's ilew in lighting Technology:

Fiber 0ptics

Many designers, architects, light-

ing designers, and lighting equipment sup-

pliers look to the seductive swags of fiber

optics as the next big leap in lighting equip-

ment, yet few people seem to understand

the technology's particular advantages and

disadvantages. While fiber optics definitely

seems to catching the attention of the

design community, many who have attempt-

ed to employ fiber optics have gotten
"burnt" by its infancy as a viable lighting

technology for more than specialty applica-

tions (in spite of the fact that the fibers

themselves carry no electrical charge!).

Some designers who have taken

the time to explore carefully the pros and

cons of using fiber optics are enthralled,

however, by its possibilities. George

Sexton is one of these designers. Given

that he spends much of his time thinking

about novel ways to display museum col-

lections and other historic material without

introducing potentially damaging heat, dust

and ultraviolet and infrared spectrums of

light, fiber optics is a technology tailor

made to his concerns.
"Fiber optics create a lot of inter-

est because they're long and flexible and

they look different," he says. "While peo-

ple often become interested out of their

concern for energy efficiency, once they

look at these flexible strands of fiber their

minds just start thinking, 'Whoa, what I

could do with thisl'
" I do believe there are a number

of things to do with fiber optics," Sexton

continues. "Using it merely as an energy-

efficient light source will not solve most

problems, and will in fact likely create some

problems. But I find that it's a very good

tool for museum case lighting, where the

objects are small, the ambient light is low

and we need to control heat, UV and

access to the fixtures. "

Like most burgeoning technologies,

however, the buzz surrounding fiber optics

makes it seem like a cure-all technology for

a variety of applications, rather than the

specialty application that it is. "Fiber optics

has been the hot topic for the last 12 to 18

months, and I think it's totally unjustified,"

remarks Mitchell Kohn. "All of my clients

seem interested in using it, but I can't really
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find an application for which it seems well

suited. I think that in a year or two it will be

quite a powerful tool, but right now it's very

limited."

Due to Sexton's specific museum-

oriented concerns, however, he has

mocked up and tested many of the fibers

and illuminator types available on the mar-

ket, and emerged with his own set of data

to help him navigate through the sometimes

confusing and often inflated testimonials of

manufacturers. "lt's not a broad application

technology," he admits, "but what it does it

does well, especially for my purposes. I see

it as another tool in the box, and a good

one. Not the only one, but a good one. "

Aside from museum disPlaY cases,

Sexton has employed fiber optics as the

general ambient light source in the historic

Tapping Reeve House and museum in

Litchfield County, Connecticut, in order to

replicate the feeling of candlelight in the low-

ceilinged space. In addition to the historical-

ly consistent lighting effect he was able to

achieve via the use of fiber optics, the light-

ing designer chose to use the technology in

order to facilitate ease of maintenance,

another boon of fiber optics. Because fiber-

Says Hayden McKay, "We've

had our problems, and it's

optic illuminators can be located practically

anywhere, lamps can be changed more eas-

ily than in, say, ceiling or wall fixtures.

But, according to Hayden McKay,

due to the fact that fiber optics still is a

specialty application, technical support can

be limited. "We've used fiber optics for

water features, for example, where you can

get some great effects. But our experience

was that, at first, the manufacturer told us

yes, yes, yes, they could do everything we

wanted, and when we went back for help all

of a sudden nobody could figure out how to

do what we wanted. So we had to do our

own tests in the bathtub to figure out

whether or not the fiber would be flexible

enough to create the wave pattern we

wanted in the pool. And, of course, when

we got to the pool installation, the tempera-

ture was such that the fibers stiffened up

and didn't wave at all. So we've had our

problems, and it's mostly because this

technology is in its infancy and we can't

depend on manufacturers much to help us

out. " McKay also points to limited war-

ranties and inaccurate performance stan-

dards as other problems she has encoun-

tered when using fiber optics.Aside from

museum display cases and some water fea-

tures, other areas in which fiber optics

makes sense are in refrigerated display

cases. Since their use adds no heat at all

to the cases, energy savings are doubled

because the client does not have to pay for

the extraction of heat released by even low

heat-emitting sources such as

fluorescents .-Bonnie Schwartz

Bonnie Schwartz is deputy editor of l.D.

magazine.
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European software, f iber-optic lighting, and the
preservation of a Paris viaduct offer new technical
strategies for American architects.

Technology and Practice

Preservation From Railway to
Greenway

Practice Moonlightingts
Dark Side

computers European Software

Technorosv Shedding Light on

In Paris, French architect Patrick Bergertransforms an abandoned
railway viaduct into an arcade of stores and studios, crowned by a
linear walkway and park.

Many architects take on side jobs to make a little extra money.
But are they doing so at your f irm's expense?

Architects review two new European CAD programs that combine
modeling, rendering, and documentation capabilities,

,A,rchitects are deploying the same glass-f iber f ilaments that
revolutionized the telecommunications industry for I ighting
applications where traditional f ixtures won't do. But costs are
high and performance isn't perfect,

Fiber 0ptics
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An abandoned railroad viaduct southeast Paris

From Railway to Greenway

Railroad viaduct supports verdant garden.

would brilliantly reuse much of the
original railway-the viaduct, tunnel,
embankments, and trenches-replac-
ing the tracks with a garden prome-

nade and acquiring small adjacent
lots for pedestrian access.This plan,

by Paris architect Philippe Mathieux
and landscape architect Jacques

Vergely, preserved a path already

removed f rom vehicular traff ic, eff ec-

tively threading a ribbon of green

through the urban fabric of the 1fth

arrondissement.
In conjunction with this new linear

park, the city of Paris held a small

invitational competition for the reno-

vation ofthe viaduct, beneath its
rooftop park.The commission went
to Patrick Berger, an architect who

has worked in historical contexts,

often focusing on the relationship
between architecture and landscape'

His prolects include a competition-
winning design for a museum of the
Middle Ages, to stand beside

ln
gains new life with shops, studios, and a park.

By Sarah Amelar
For nearly three decades, an obsolete
rail spur cut across Paris's Bastille
neighborhood. Originally conceived

in 1853 as part of Georges Eug6ne

Haussmann's grand scheme for the
French capital, this rail line once

linked the Place de la Bastille with
the Bois deVincennes, a wooded
park at the city's eastern edge, and

the countryside beyond. ln the late
19th century, open-topped train cars
made this scenic journey, but by 1969,

Metro service and new train routes
had entirely replaced the line,

The terminus at Place de la

Bastille was demolished in 1984,

leaving the railway's brick-and-
limestone viaduct, with its 1.4-kilo-

meter stretch of elevated tracks, in

derelict condition, As gentrif ication
seeped into the surrounding neigh-
borhood-sparked by the 1989

completion of Carl Ott's Bastille
Opera House-the question arose:

how should the city reuse this relic
of antique inf rastructure?

A park gn the roof
Overthe pasttwo years, an inven-

tive solution has taken form: The

viaduct now carries a linear park on

its roof, with artisans' shops and

studios beneath most of its 60 vaults.

But this transformation did not occur
quickly, In the mid-1970s, the city
planning department suggested raz-

ing the viaduct, but soon realized that

such wholesale demolition would

awkwardly expose the blind ends of
buildings formerly abutting the
tracks. Later, as historic structures
gained public appreciation, the
viaduct's preservation was lavored,
though not mandated by law.The rail-
way f inally sold the property to the
city in 1986.

In 1987, the Paris Off ice for
Urbanism, the city's urban design

agency, devised a master Plan that
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Chartres Cathedral (a project stalled
due to f unding); the monumental
greenhouses (1992) in Paris's Andr6
Citrcien Park, and collaboration on

the design of Citrden Park (1988-95).

The viaduct, with limestone
vaults, piers, and cornice corbels,

handsomely set against red brick-
faced spandrels, was originally an

open arcade. But gradually, a haphaz-

ard mix of workshops and other small
businesses occupied and enclosed

most of the 60 vaults. Five passage-

ways remained open to permit

streets to cross beneath the viaduct
and give access to subterranean
parking beneath the opera house.

With the stipulation that these
openings remain, competition off i-
cials called for an esthetic reevalua-

tion o{ the disorderly commercial
spaces.This rundown iumble of auto
repair, electronics, and other small
shops was to become theViaduct of
the Arts-a place for bookbinders,

cabinetmakers, luthiers, f urniture
designers, and other artisans prac-

ticing ihe traditional crafts of the
neighborhood. Only one prerenova-

tion tenant, a cal6, would remain.

Authenticity and respect
Just as the park's master plan

deferred to the old route, with its
complex grade changes, Berger

approached the viaduct's original
architecture with respect, taking the

"expression of this beautiful tectonic
shape, the great form of the vaults"
as his guiding principle. He avoided

what he calls the "two classic solu-
tions" for new architecture in historic
contexts: namely, the "f alsely authen-
tic," pseudo-historical approach, and

the "oppositional" tactic that relies
on dramatic contrast. Instead,

Berger f avored a simple architectural
language-evoking the past abstract-
ly, through the use of strictly authen-
tic materials.



Vaulted storefronts are created
with standardized transoms and
side panels, but central panels

and doorways are individualized to
tenants' needs. Restored limestone
piers, voussoirs, and cornice
contrast with new brickwork.

View of south facade, facing
Avenue Daumesnil, shows how
viaduct's linear form echoes row

of trees framing pedestrian way.

Following complex grading of
original railroad tracks, portions

of planted promenade hover ahove

street while others dip below grade.
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Transom window detail

t# double glazing with 0regon
pine mullions

ti! stainless steel shoe fixed
with plugs to slone wall

@ stainless steel gutter

99 existing stone arch

{; zo x loo mm channel

-, 40 x 40 mm stainless steel
section for affixing signage

V

stainless steel rod for fabtic
sunshades

$ stainlesssteel flashing bent
to shape

rr,l. sheet-metal gutter

t+ bowed Oregon pine beam

supported by stainless steel
shoes

To bring outthe building's original
clean lines, Berger unified the store-

f ronts visually, while allowing for
differences and f lexibility.The areas

beneath the arches are almost entire-

ly glazed, punctuated by modest

mullions of oiled Oregon pine-a use

of wood that recalls the windows of

Parisian boutiques.The f ixed side

window panels on the entrance are

standardized, but the 45 or so tenants

can design their own central panels

and doorways.With full glazing on

both elevations, the enclosed vaults

reclaim the transparencY of the

origi nal open archways.
Berger's f irst impulse was to set

the glass back as far as Possible
to accentuate the vaults with deeP

shadows, but local building code

1rt0 I archirecture: april 1 997

limited the setback depth. Ultimately,
this obstacle led to an elegant solu-
tion. With the arched transom set

nearly 2 feet behind the lower portion,

the desired shadows are cast without
decreasing rentable floor space.

A bowed steel-and-timber member,

suspended from stainless steel rods,

mediates horizontally between the
upper and lower window, exPressing

an optional interior mezzanine level,

while also allowing for water run-off.

Berger rein{orced the viaduct's
structural stability with steel tie
beams above the vaults. Placed to

either side of the long axis, these
members counter the tendencY of

the facades to lean outward from
the roof. Otherwise, the viaduct,

designed to withstand tremendous

weight, was deemed structurally f it
to support the new roof garden,

Restored limestone' new brick
The limestone on the exterior and

lining the vaults was intact beneath

layers of paint and debris, butthe
facing bricks were eroded beYond

repair and required total replace-
ment.The new brickwork is modeled

on the nearby 17th-century Place des

Vosges, which 1858 texts cite as an

insoiration for the viaduct. The

reolacement bricks were selected for

rich color variation, ranging from

terra-cotta orange to light burgundy'

occasionally charred with a black

tinge. Headers were also inter-
spersed throughout, yielding subtle
rhythmic variations.

Section through transom



Details of beam helow transom

lO bowed Oregon pine beam

O stainless steel flashing

(O double glazing

O stainless steel shoe

Bowed beam of storefront expresses optional
mezzanine level, Transom window, set nearly
two feet behind lower storefront panels, casts
deep shadows that accentuate vaults' mass
without decreasing rentable floor space.

i

After exposing and restoring the
limestone, Berger took measures to
preserve its future integrity:Tenants,
who rent their spaces from the East
Paris Society of the Management of
Mixed Economies, a semipublic
development agency, must agree to
guidelines that explicitly discourage
the attachment of f ixtures to the
masonry,Within the vaults, the archi-
tect installed interior painted steel
brackets to regulate the optional
installation of mezzanines in these
7-meter-high spaces. (A basement
level further increases the usable
space for most of the vaults, which
measure, on average, 75 meters
square at street level, 60 meters
square at the mezzanine, and 70
meters square in the basement.)

Tailor-made mechanics
In refurbishing the mechanical

and plumbing systems, Berger suc-
cessf ully replaced a network that-
like the existing facades-had been
installed piecemeal with little con-
cern for the vaults' esthetic purity.
Much of the old setup was obsolete
with an obtrusive presence on the
front facade. In the new integrated
system, a technical gallery, buried
along the length of the rear facade,
carries ventilation ducts, and potable
water and waste lines.Threaded
through the basement of each vault
(where the electrical conduits also
enter), these ducts and lines can be
tailored to the specif ic needs of each
tenant, much as the front doors and
mezzanines permit variation.

A bove the shops, the roofscape
was designed by master planners
Mathieux and Vergely.The pair
restored existing drainage channels
below the roof over which they
applied layers of compacted mortar,
reinforced concrete, and root-resis-
tant sealing layers composed of
cement mortar reinforced with wire
f abric. They added concrete-slab
paving for the central walkway, and
vertical drainage mats and topsoil for
the planting beds,

The resulting aerial garden, like
the rest of the 4,5-kilometer prome-
nade, integrates Mathieux's arbors
and outdoor f urniture with plants that
grow wild in the forests near Paris.
From this elevated woodland, views
of the city are remarkably expansive.
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Vault section with mezzanine

Optional mezzanine plan

Glazing admits daylight to interiors of shops and siudios, enclosed by restored limestone walls.

At a time when decaying in{ra-
structure looms over manY

cityscapes, theViaduct of the Arts
and its promenade are insPiring.

ln rehabilitating forlorn districts-
particularly those with commercial
potential-many cities Preserve
historic architecture while ironical ly

transforming, rather than preserving,

surrounding neighborhoods.They
often displace relatively poor busi-

nesses with upscale tenants catering

to a more privileged clientele' As
Berger acknowledges, this economic
dilemma played a role in the viaduct's
revital ization, but-with unusual

success-this renewal also created
a true public amenity: a park. Without
nostalgia, the memory of the Past is

respected while the old rail structure
has gained a new greener life.

Sarah Amelar is an architect and writer

based in New York CitY'
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VIADUCT OFTHE ARTS, PARIS, FRAI{CE

cLIEiln East Paris Society of the
Management of Mixed Economies on behalf

of the city of Paris ARCHITEGT: Patrick Berger,

Architect, Paris-Patrick Berger (principal),

Janine Galiano (assistant architect)
ASS0CIATE AncHIreCIs: Ph il ippe Mathieux,

JacquesVergely ENGII{EERS: Bureau of

Technical Consultants (structural, mechani-
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First-floor plan

Basement plan
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Firms that

sanction "shadow" practices risk

exposing the f irm's liability insurance

and personal assets to major claims

bv parties who aren't even actual

clients.

REALITY: The firm should not

employ any more architects than it
needs to work on Projects on

a full-time basis.

REALITY: If an employee has

the ability to bring in new clients,

the firm should recognize and

promote the individual or risk having the

employee leave the firm with

REALITY: The longstanding practice

of design firms paying minimal wages should

not be used as an excuse to create another

set of wrongful Practices.



The work may be construed
by the client*and the client's attor-
neys-as having the f irm's approval,
thus exposing the f irm to liability
by association f or any of the moon-
liqhtino em 's neqliqent acts.

firms should recog-
nize nroonlighting as a marketing
opportunity for the f irm. Allowing the
moonlighter to speak for and repre-
sent the f irm may lead to new work,

REALITY: Moonlighting
strips away the resourcefulness

and efficacy of professional

development.

REALITY: Moonlighters
are often oyerextended and

too tired to focus on the
firm's work.

REALITY: Moonlighters may be illegally
avoiding taxes and Social Security payments,

practices that can backfire on employers if
knowledge of these actions is imputed

to the firm.



Not all moonlighting exposes a

f irm to liability.There are nunrerous

outlets to f ulf ill an architect's old-
lashioned setrse of prof essiorral

should establish billable
office accounts to enable

nroonlighting employees to PaY

for photocopies, postage,
reproducibles, etc.

should prepare emploYment
contracts that indemnif y

and hold the f irm harmless
f rom any claims arising f rom

the moonlighting work.

should turn the employee's
contacts with moonlighting

clients into a marketing oppor-
tunity for the f irm by allowing
the moonlighter to speak for
and represent the f irm-and bY

compensating individuals if
they bring new work into the
off ice.



computers EurOpean Software

By Ann C. Sullivan
All-inclusive CAD packages are typical of European
design software. Programs such as ArchiCAD f rom
Hungarian software developer Graphisoft bundle
modeling, drafting, and rendering functions in a sin-
gle package, By contrast, the most popular American
programs, such as Autodesk's AutoCAD and Bentley
Systems's MicroStation, supply a powerf ul drafting
engine but rely on add-ons to bolster rendering and
model ing capabi I ities,

The simplicity of a single program as opposed to
a suite of applications appeals to many architects.
Also attractive is the modeling sequence adopted by
these all-in-one programs: Generally, such software
begins with the construction of a three-dimensional
model, from which two-dimensional drawings such
as plans and sections are extracted. Perspectives
are generated by spinning the model and capturing
a "snapshot" ofthe volume. European manufacturers
tout this process as more logical and more intuitive
for architects-it allows them to conceptualize rn

three dimensions f irst and produce two-dimensional
documentation later.

Today, the single-package, single-bui lding-model
market includes new releases oftwo European con-
tenders: Allplan, f rom the 6erman software develop-
er Nemetschek Systems, and Architrion, originally
conceived in France, marketed and now codeveloped
by BAGH Technologies of Montreal.

Released last spring, Allplan FT is the lZth
version of Nemetschek Systems's f lagship product.
It is the most popular CAD software in Germany and
the second favorite in Europe. With a North American
headquarters in MillValley, California, Nemetschek
Systems is courting an American audience by way of
Microsoft'sWindows g5 andWindows NT platforms.

Architrion, too, targets theWindows platform, as
well as lRlX and Macintosh operating systems.
A familiar face in the CAD world, Architrion first
surf aced in the U.S. in 1988. lt was one of the most
advanced drafting and modeling programs for the
Macintosh, but it failed to keep up with CAD's rapid
evolution. With last year's release of Architrion Vl,
BAGHTechnologies is trying to regain lost market
share with a completely revamped application.

Both companies must overcome their late entry
into the American market. But with sophisticated
tools and user-f riendly structures, their programs
have the means to challenge the competition,

New CAD programs created in Germany and France f ight
U,S. market obstacles with superior modeling.

Gensler Senior

Associate Bruce

Palmer reviews

Nemetschek

Systems'Allplan FT,

SOM CAD Manager
Richard A. Christin
evaluates BAGH

Technologies'

Architrion VL
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Allplan FT's "wall" toolbars (top

and bottom) include icons to
create elements such as columns

and windows; to extract and apply

information such as elevation spec-

ifications and area calculations;

and to perform general commands

such as edit, copy, and rotate.

Allplan FT's master toolbars (left)

control line types; accessories

such as grid settings; variables

such as save and print settings;

number of viewports; and scale

and selection of drawing views'

Allplan FT ru.'.trchek systems

By Bruce Palmer

Nemetschek Systems calls its
newest CAD release "AllPlan FT"

to symbolize the "FutureTechnology"

introduced by the German comPan1l.

This is an apt label for theWindows
version of the poweriul building-
design so{tware that has been popu-

lar in Europe for years: ManY of

its latest features are new not only

to Allplan, butto CAD technologY.

Released last spring, AllPlan FT

successf ully combines an intuitive
interface and raw Power. But

ouestions remain over whether this
European program can comPete

in the cutthroat North American

market, given its late introduction.
Functionality and performance are

not the only f actors to consider when

choosing a CAD Package. EquallY

important is compatibility with other

software in the o{f ice, such as word-
processing and spreadsheet applica-

tions. and the predominant CAD

programs, namelY AutoCAD and

MicroStation. Unfortunately, this
area is where Nemetschek f aces

a formidable challenge if it intends

to garner a large market share.

Ease of use
One of Allplan FT's most innova-

tive enhancements is its user

interf ace.The program's context-

sensitive menus comPrise the most

intuitive interface any CAD software

developer has created. Select a wall,

and Allplan's menus change instantly

to provide the commands relevant

to wall placement, manipulation, and

property assignment. Want to draw a

new circle? Select an existing circle'

and the command is called uP auto-

matically with matching settings.

Allplan embraces a concept best

described as the "building model"
approach:A building is f irst com-
posed in three-dimensional space.

Working drawings needed for con-
struction are then derived from the
3-D model.This approach promises

to revolutionize the construction
industry. Nemetschek and other
European soitware houses pioneered

this concept, and Autodesk, BentleY,

and other American CAD standard

bearers are rapidly developing

upgrades or add-ons with similar
Jeatures. In the Juture, projects will
be completely and preciselY mod-

eled, f rom foundations to f urniture,

long be{ore a brick is ever laid.

Today, however, the building-
model approach is appropriate only

for relatively small proiects.The

discipline required to maintain an

accurate model is considerable and

the diff iculty increases with the

complexity and size of the project.

The CAD model no longer serves

as a purely visual rePresentation
of the building. lt informs how the

building willbe built, a repository
of data that will enable construction.
The margin for error is small, and

the need for eif icient communication
among the entire design team great.

It is inherently more diff icult to main-

tain the requisite level of precision

with a large team.

Sketching and modeling
While Allplan's single-model

technology maY not Yet be in sYnc

with the way architects work, it does

facilitate the generation of three-

dimensional renderings and anima-

tions. With traditional CAD software,

the creation oJ the 3-D model is the
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most arduous step in producing a
rendering.With AIlplan, the model
is already built. Viewing the design
in three dimensions is always an

option, and a quick rendering is just
a mouse click away.

Nemetschek has capitalized on
this fact and packs an impressive
number of 3-D capabilities into
Allplan FT. True solid modeling with-
in the CAD environment is the most
powerful {eature, Because so much
of the design process is sculptural
in nature, limiting architects to
orthogonal tools constrains them.
With Allplan, the designer can
manipulate masses, an approach
stemming f rom Nemetschek's ideas
about the logic of building.

Al lplan's advanced f reehand
sketching tools demonstrate Nem-
etschek's commitment to accom-
modate schematic design. Bubble
diagrams, blocking plans, and
concept sketches can be quickly
created and manipulated. When an

image approximating a square, line,
ellipse, or circle is sketched on the
screen, Allplan replaces the sketch
with a precise element. Simple
manipulations such as move, copy,
and delete can be summoned by
scrawling a shorthandlike symbol
with a mouse.This enables a design-
er to sketch as quickly on the screen
as on the proverbial cocktail napkin,
but with results ready for f urther
development into the CAD model.

With these and other innovative
f eatures, Nemetschek has clearly
positioned Allplan FT to compete
with the CAD heavyweights. What is
less clear is how wellAllplan will f it
i nto the American architecture
off ice. Although much has oeen
made of thefactthatAllplan FT now
runs on Windows g5 and Windows
NT, it does not include many of the

features that madeWindows so pop-
ular, and lacks that familiarWindows
look and feel. While the interf ace has
much merit, it will be unfamiliar,
although not terribly diff icult to learn,
to all but UNIX veterans. lt's different,
and that can be a deterrent when
selecting a program that must com-
municate with other off ice software.

Missing translation
To gain widespread support,

Allplan FT must also be able to
easily wrrte and translate the DWG
and DGN f ile {ormats used by
Autodesk and Bentley. With the lion's
share of architects using AutoCAD
or MicroStation, this compatibil ity
is essential. Nemetschek. however.
misses that mark. Although CAD
translation utilities are included
with the program, they are a legacy
of Allplan's past and are far more
diff icult to use than they should be.
lrrelevant commands are still includ-
ed, despite the fact that they aren't
necessary with Windows. Menu-
driven translation utilities must be
a top priority for luture revtsrons.

Allplan FT is exceptionally
powerf ul and intuitive CAD software.
It brings to the table many enhance-
ments that distance it Jrom the
competition in many areas. UnJortu-
nately, its foundation as a UNIX-
based, stand-alone CAD program
is still evident in Nemetschek's
approach and implementation.
The direction of other CAD vendors
is toward increased compatibility
and open systems.Thrs is essential
if the building industry is to continue
evolving toward the common goal
of the building-model approach and
object-oriented CAD software.

Bruce Palmer is the dtrector of tech-
nology for Gensler's New york off ice.

Program allows mulliple view ports to be displayed at once (above).
Edils can be made in two- and three-dimensional modes. Sketch
interface (top) in Allplan FT encourages conceptual design. Elements
drawn freehand are automatically translated into regular shapes.
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ArChitriOn VI BAGH rechnorosies

By Richard A. Christin, Jr,

A simple method of evaluating soft-
ware is to compare it to the competi-
tion. ls it just like brand X, but less

expensive? Similar to brand X, but

with more f eatures? Or completelY

diff erent f rom brand X?

Architrion Vl f rom BAGH

Technologies, a Canadian comPan1l,

clearly f alls into this last category,

which is evident f rom the moment

you open the software Package and

start to read the manuals. Released

last spring, ArchitrionVl provides

a unif ied soltware platform {rom

conceptual designs to construction
documents. Unlike traditional dra{ting
methods whereby two-dimensional
drawings are extruded into three-
dimensions, Architrion's model ing

tools iirst construct a three-dimen-
sional model that serves as a refer-

-'- €nuelordraltlng-plaxs;sectidns- - - -

elevations, axonometrics, and ren-

derings. Previously available only

forthe Macintosh, versionVl is now

avai lable on Macintosh, Windows,

and lRlX olatforms.

Layout and tools
To integrate all these features

into one program, BAGHTechnolo-
gies redesigned the conventional
tools and methods of other CAD

packages. As a result, familiaritY
with other design software will not

help architects learn Architrion's
basic drafting and modeling com-
mands. A series of well-written tuto-
rials will help to bring the architect
up to speed with the basic tools and

methods required to create an inte-
grated database of drawings'

Architrion's default-screen layout

f eatures typical pull-down menus

and icons. However, Architrion's
icons conceal sophisticated sec-

ondary f unctions. Some tcons expand

t I i ek Hcc*e.* Po i:nt

upper right-hand corner of the icons cubes, and cylinders. Although

opens pop-up dialog boxes that con- shapes can be siz@d before place-

tain relevant def ault values, which ment through a dialog box, spon-

can be modif ied as needed. lcons can taneity is lost. :

Ilrtabase:Reqular

upon use to reveal related com-

mands. Clicking on an arrow in the

also be regrouped to suit a user's
pref erences.The primary drawing

area displays up to four seParate

drawing windows at once.

pates how a user may want to add

elements. For example, iJ a user

ic, allowing one to Place and drag

dimension strings in realtime.

and view the evolution of a solid

model as Boolean additions and sub-

tractions were made.

File:{No Hame> Uieur: $Ectior

the graphic interfdce, are some

of the program's strongest f eatures.

Missing f rom its solid modeling

tools, however, is the ability to
dynamically place and size cones,

Architrion's babic set of rendering

tools include hidden line, two sets o{

solid shading (phqng, gourad), ray-

traced shadows, and reflections.

Accurate shadbw casting studies
can be modeled by entering time,

due to the lack oJ ddvanced texture
' ,,. , ';mapping and lighting f eatures found

with a single "recdlculate" command.

Architrion's tutorials and symbol

libraries help architects learn the

Architrion's tools, beginning with Texture mapping i9 limited to proce-

the drawing cursorr are designed to dural, or mathemaf ically generated,

work in an integrated three-dimen- textures and simpte bitmap texture-

sional environment.The cursor wrapping of objec!s. Selection and

resembles the Jamiliar crosshair, but manipulation of textures is easily

responds to objects it passes over achieved through graphic dialog

and displays information such as boxes, but applying them to objects

"snap-to" points.The cursor antici- in a model is a little cumbersome.

m

draws a line without selecting snap date, latitude, andllongitude oJ the

points, the cursor automatically gen- project site.ThesQ rendering tools
-eTatesapeypexdicularlile;-whlcti----arellelptutforpfotf{rchg'on:the:fty-'-'--

can be moved and stretched dynami- design-developmdnt visualizations,

cally, along the nearest existing line. but come up short;in producing cut-

Dimensioning tools are also dynam- ting-edge photoreflistic renderings,

Modeling tools range lrom stan- in such stand-alorie rendering pack-

dard graphic primitives such as ages as Kinetix's 3D Studio Max'

cones, boxes, cylinders, and extru- Multiple image$ can be combined

sions to more advanced Boolean at diff erent scaleslon one sheet with

f unctions such as the union and sub- sheet-layout toolsi similar in concept

traction of intersecting solids, and to AutoCAD's Papbr Space These

spline-modeling capabilities.While images can be plahs, sections, eleva-

three-dimensional, spline-based tions, orthographif, and perspective

models appear sparse compared to views.These two-dimensional draw-

traditional polygon-f aced models, ings are defined bi cutting planes

they allow for f aster redraws. As of through a model ol by assigning

this release, animation is not sup- external views of the model; dimen-

oorted, However, two rotation tools sioning and text c{n then be added

enable users to spin a model around along these ref erei.rce planes. Any

to study it f rom any view. Architrion's changes made to the main model can

Historics tool allows one to recall be updated on theisheet to be plotted

These modeling tools, along with program basics, butthey do notade-
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Tools expanded fiom the main palette (facing page), such as block tools
(top) and complex solid tools (above), can be placed anywhere on screen,

quately address how to use this soft-
ware for more than a residential or
small commercial design project.
Third-party enhancement software
is not yet available, as it is for more
established CAD programs.

AutoCAD tie-ins
Architrion's ability to read and

write AutoCAD Release 12 and 13

DWG or DXF formats is a crucial
feature when dealing with clients,
consultants, or your own in-house
staff who may use different CAD or
rendering programs. Opening up an

" -' -'ArltUCAD'druw h g'--2-6cu mpn she'd'bf
using the pull-down menus-is fast
and all graphic data seems to import
well.Text fonts are substituted auto-
matically if not found.The only draw-
back is that the layer names f rom the
AutoCAD drawing are given numeric
designations. Exporting a drawing or
model is also a single-step f unction
accomplished with pull-down menus.

Architrion presents some very
advanced modeling capabilities
which, when learned properly, can be
used effectively on projects that
require spatial thinking and presen-
tation. The quality of its interface and
many of its included tools is as good
as some o{ the best modeling or CAD
packages. Architrion's integration of
modeling, visualization, and drafting
is an advantage not often found in a
single CAD package.

Richard A. Christin, Jr., is CAD manag-
er of the Washington, D.C., office of
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill.

Stair tools (above) allow
for complex runs and spiral
constructions.

Architrion VI supports muRiple view windows
(above). Each window has independent viewing
controls, and edits can be made in plan,
section, or isometric drawings.
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Shedding Liqht on Fiber 0ptics

Light-transmitting f ibers create f lexible illumination
systems, but architects should be wary of their pitf alls.

good applications for them." Wash-
ington, D,C., lighting designer

George Sexton agrees: "l think {iber

ootics are another arrow in the

design quiver, not the end-all lighting

solution some people think they are"'

Since f iber optics were f irst
developed in the late 1970s, theY

have become the workhorse of the

telecommunications industrY:

f iber-optic cables carry more signals

faster and more clearly than tradi-
tional coaxial wires. In the 1980s,

the medical f ield caPitalized on

f iber optics'ability to transmit visual

images by incorporating them into
powerf ul microscopes and high-tech

endoscopes to Peer unobtrusivelY

into patients' bodies with squea-

mishly sharp resolution.
In the mid-1980s, lighting manu-

facturers unveiled commercial light-

ing systems that caPitalized on

f iber-optic cables'ability to transmit
light. By {orcing light f rom a standard
lamp through f iber-oPtic cables,

manufacturers created flexible, illu-
minated tubes that could be bent into

any prof i le-sturdier, weatherproof

versions of old-fashioned neon

tubes.The 40Joot-tall soda bottle on

the Coca-Cola billboard in New

York'sTimes Square is one of the

best-known examples of the splashy

illumination effects possible with

B
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this new kind of lighting.The bulk of

these so-called side-light systems
have remained limited to decorative
applications, as substitutes for neon

tubes in signage, strip lighting, and

landscape fixtures.
The lighting industry has begun

tapping f iber-optic technology to
develop point-source illumination
systems. By aff ixing a glass lens or

other fixture to one end of a fiber-

optic light cable, manuf acturers can

capture and focus light as with a

traditional lamp. Lighting designers
and architects are using these bright
mini-spots to create chandeliers and

patterned grids of downlights.
The newest f iber-optic products on

the market include lines of landscape

bollard f ixtures and indoor ceiling

downlights (facing page, bottom
left).These products demonstrate
the industry's move away f rom purely

decorative installations toward f iber-

optic lighting systems that compete

with standard illumination.

How f iber optics work
The technology behind f iber-optic

lighting is simple. An incandescent,

halogen, or metal-halide lamP is

mounted in a metal box, called an

illuminator, with a f iber-optic cable

attached to one end.The f lexible

cable is composed of a bundle of uP

to 100,000 glass fibers, each about

the diameter of a human hair,

encased in a protective PVC tube.

The cables can be assembled f rom a

single f iber bundle, or f rom clusters

of smaller bundles grouped together.

Earlier this year, Fiberstars, the

country's largest manufacturer of

f iber-optic lighting, unveiled a new

cable in its lighting products.This

tubing, BritePak ll, features clusters

of glass-{iber cables that are

mechanically twisted over one

another and extruded from PVC

By Raul A. Barreneche

Microscopes have them. So do tele-
phone lines and electronic billboards.
They're bundles of tiny glass f ibers

wrapped in PVC tubing called f iber-

optic cables. For the Past decade,

lighting manufacturers have tapped

{iber-optic technology to create lumi-

nous plastic strips for decorative
applications. Now, they are promot-

ing new downlights and sPotlights

with f iber optics as alternatives to

standard fixtures.
"There's a lot of buzz about f iber

optics," concedes NewYork-based

lighting designer Bill Schwing-
hammer. "But architects should know

they have to be right for the appl ica-

tion-and there aren't that manY

Fiber optics give fluid form to sea anemone-

inspired lighting in Fantasea Reef restaurant

in Atlantic Ciiy, by Daroff Design.
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Multiple-li9ht system
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Bundles of tiny glass fibers encased in pVC

tubing (top) are the backbone of fiber-optic
lighting systems. Single lamp can illuminate
multiple fixtures, which are connected io
s0urce by fiber-optic cables (photograph,

above, and diagram, top right). New fiber-optic
lighling products emulate traditional down-
lights (below). Diagrams (below right) of
different lamps show how lenses focus light
onto ends of cables.

1----1
Cable with fresnel lens fixture

output fixture

fiher-optic cable

filter

source lamp/reflector

lens

Metal halide lamp

Halogen capsule lamp

Dichroic tungsten halogen lamp

Cable with glass or plastic fixture
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sleeves that range in dlameter from
lfi to 5/a inches, According to the

Fremont, Cal ifornia-based manuf ac-

turer, the twisting Process Yields
more luminous and evenlY distrib-
uted light than untwisted strands of
glass f ibers do.

With lenses mounted inside the

illuminator, light f rom the lamP is

focused onto the exPosed ends of

the glass f ibers comprising the cable;

the number, shaPe, and Position of

these lenses dePends on the tYPe

of lamp installed and the angle of

its beam spread. Filters can also

be added inside the box to create

colored illumination'
In a side-light sYstem, a clear PVC

sleeve encloses the fibers, so the

entire length oltubing emits light like

a traditional neon-filled glass tube.

In a point-source sYst€m, the f iber

cable is wraPPed in oPaque PVC

sheathing, and the light transmitted
from the source is directed through

the glass fibers to a lens attached at

the opposite end of the cable. Multi-
ple f iber-optic cables can illuminate

many f ixtures f rom a single source.

Before rushing to sPec these sYs-

tems, architects need to weigh their

advantages and disadvantages for a

given application. Principal Jules

Fiber-optic fixtures ilhminate top of

Stratosnhea Tower in Las Vrgas.

Horton of Horton Lees Lighting
Design in NewYork City suggests

a cautious apProach: "Clients are

always asking for f iber-optic lighting'
It's a great product, butYou haveto

be very judicious about where to

use it," Despite its overallflexibility
and output of heat- and radiation-

free illumination, some designers
complain about f iber-optic lighting's

ineff iciency and poor color rendition,

not to mention its high cost, To the

untrained architect, instal ling the

wrong system could Prove to be a

very expensive mistake'

Appropriate aPPlicalions
Why would an architect choose

f iber-optic lighting over traditional
point-source illumination? One key

benefit is that the glass fibers con-

duct no heat or electrical current,
good news for museum conservators

concerned with illuminating fragile
artifacts, and for architects who need

to meet code-mandated clearances

around fixtures.
Glass f ibers don't transmit ultra-

violet or infrared light waves-anoth-
er reason fiber-optic lighting has

proven popular in museum installa-
tions, such as the lslamic art display

cases in the Denon wing of the

Louvre (facing Page)'

Sexton, a lighting designer sPe-

cializing in museum installations,

has specified fiber-optic spotlights in

display cases at both the Philadel-
phia Museum o{ Art and the LibrarY

of Congress for their ability to illumi-
nate artilacts safelY'

Another signif icant advantage of

side-light and point-source f iber-

optic systems is their f lexibility; The

light source can be Placed uP to 100

feet from the output point, allowing

architects to installthem in hard-to-

reach locations such as in tallceil-
ings or plenums that are too shallow

for traditional f ixtures.

Principal Jeffrey Ryan of Hous-

ton-based Jackson & RYan Archi-
tects renovated many ofthe exhibit
galleries at the Philadelphia Museum

of Art, and specified fiber-optic light-
ing in several display cases' "Fiber

optics were ideal for areas where it
was hard to wire and in Period rooms

where we had to be careful of historic

f inishes," Ryan relates.
Since a single lamP can illuminate

multiptre f ixtures, rePlacing a lew
bulbs restores light to a whole chan-

delier or an entire ceiling full of

downlights. And because the source

lamp is located away from the output
point, bulbs can be changed without
ladders or scaffolding.

Stanley Saitowitz inserted fiber opties beneath glass strips in his benches for San Francisco's Embarcadero Ribbon'



High costs, low luminosity
"The potential of f iber-optic light-

ing is tremendous," asserts Naomi
Miller of the Lighting Research
Center at Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute (RPl) inTroy, NewYork.
"But they're expensive and very
inefficient." Her colleague at Rpl,
researcher Nadarajah Narendran,
agrees. "The biggest reasons why
fiber optics haven't infiltrated the
general lighting market yet are their
high cost, their inefficiency, and the
color of their light output."

Narendran estimates that current
f iber-optic systems lose 50 to 70 per-
cent of the initial luminosity emitted
by the source lamp in transmission.
"You lose most of the light getting it
from the lamp into the glass fibers,"
explains Narendran. Remote Source
Lighting lnternational, a California-
based manufacturer, disputes this
figure.The company claims that
systems fitted with their illuminators
can capture 98 percent of the source
light's output. "llluminators are
def initely becoming more eff icient,"
Los Angeles-based I ighting designer
LesleyWheel attests.

The color of f iber-optic illumina-
tion is often inconsistent and unpre-
dictable, according to researcher
Narendran,The composition of the

fibers tends to attenuate certain
wavelengths of the spectrum, typical-
ly rendering white light with a green
or blue tint, The length of the par-
ticular cables can also aff ect the
ultimate color of the light produced.
"lt's very diff icult to know what you're
going to get out ofthese systems,"
explains Miller. "You have to create
mock-ups with the exact f ibers,
f ixtures, and lengths that you will use
to accurately simulate the f inal
result."The newest products on the
market, howevel feature glass-f iber
cables that minimize color rendering
and distortion problems.

Another deterrent to f iber-optic
lighting is its extremely high cost,
a fact that both Miller and Narendran
attribute partially to a lack of indus-
try guidelines and standards that
would facilitate the engineering of
such systems, Currently, it's impossi-
ble to purchase lamp sources and
cables f rom different manufacturers
because the lamps are customized
for specif ic types of f ibers. "We're
looking toward developing standards
and making our products compatible
with metric systems," reports Fred
McLendon, vice president of opera-
tions at Lumenyte International in
Costa Mesa, California,

New developments
Glass f ibers have proven to be

better transmitters than plastic
f ibers, although plastic is cheaper.
The lighting world, however, may
soon benef it f rom the telecommuni-
cations industry's research into i

developing new plastic cables that j

are cheaperthan glass but higher in :

quality than existing plastic f ibers.
Most lighting manufacturers are

collaborating with suppliers to devel-
op new lamps tailored specif ically for
f iber-optic systems. These sources
transmit light through f iber-optic
cables more cheaply and efficiently :

than general-purpose lamps,
Fiber optics may never replace i

established methods of lighting. But l

as the industry works toward improv-
ing their performance, they promise 

l

to become a more affordable and eff i- I

cient lighting alternative. 
r

Fiber-optic lighting in display cases at Louvre safely illuminates Islamic artifacts.
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Spherical Lamp

A 16-watt, pink-colored lamp (left) is the latest addition to Pana-

sonic Lighting's Low Profile Collection of Electric Light Capsules.

The spherical bulb measurss $1/a inches in length and has a

purported life of 10,000 hours.The Low Prof ile Collection also

includes 10-,20-, 25-, and 28-watt models.

Circle 293 on information card.

Sulfur Fixture
A new f ixture f rom Cooper Lighting, developed in conjunction

with the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, is now available

to accommodate the 1,000-watt Solar 1000 sulf ur lamp (f ar left).

The electrodeless lamp, invented by Fusion Lighting of Rockville,

Maryland, and developed with the support of the Department of

Energy, consumes 25 to 50 percent less energy than conventional

incandescent bulbs and is expected to provide upto 10,000 hours

of low-heat, low-ultraviolet light'The new f ixture can be mounted

on a wall, hung f rom the ceiling, or installed in a f reestanding kiosk'

Circle 295 on information card.

Curved Fixtures
The new Strip series of wall-mounted and overhead f luorescent

f ixtures (left) is designed by Dante Donegani for Luceplan.

The 29-inch-long f ixture is available in two-, four-, and six-lamp

versions with aluminum housings measuring 71\q,15, and 26 inches

wide, respectively.The fixtures are available in polished aluminum,

anthracite gray, and white f inishes' Circle 292 on information card'

Fiber-0ptic Downlight

A new ceiling- and wall-mounted fixture
f rom Fiberstars utilizes f iber-optic

lighting technology for commercial and

residential decorative applications
(right).The aluminum f ixture measures

33/4 inches in diameter and 1 inch deep'

An optional color wheel allows

sequential backlight color changes.

Circle 294 on information card.

Colored Light
This month, ltalian lighting manuf acturer Artemide introduces

its new Metamorfosi lighting system-lamps that emit 54 diff erent

hues of light by combining separate red, blue, green, and white

beams.The system comprises 10 diff erent f ixtures by such

designers as Aldo Rossi and Pierluigi Nicolin (left)'

Circle 291 on information card.

Li tin
New fixtures incorporate

the latest technology to boost
esthetics and efficiency.
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Lighting Resource

A new demonstration center (right) at Lightolier's Fall River,
Massachusetts, headquarters and manulacturing plant offers a
step-by-step introduction to I i ghting design. The 5,000-square-f oot
TechCenter, designed by Boston architect Robert Luchetti and
lighting designer Markus Earley, contains educational displays on
the history of lighting technology and the intrinsic properties of
light, as well as retail, hospitality, and residential applications of
Lightol ier's f ixtures.
Circle 296 on information card,

New Ballast
Uni-Form Pulse Start Series metal
halide lamps f rom Venture Lighting
(left) incorporate a new ballast
system that purportedly improves
lumen performance and lamp
warm-up time. A new arc tube
produces a lighting output superior
to standard metal halide lamps,
The lamp is available in wattages
ranging f rom 50 to 400, with medium
or mogul bases, and with standard
or reduced jackets.

Circle 299 on information card.

Low-Mercury Fluorescents

In February, Philips Lighting Company introduced itsT-g
f luorescent lamps (right) to comply with the Environmental
Protection Agency'sToxic Characteristic Leaching procedure,

a test that measures the capacity of substances to biodegrade.
Unlike standard lluorescents, Philips's lamps are not classif ied as
hazardous waste producers, due to their lower mercurv content,
Circle 297 on information card.

Indoor-0utdoor Fixtures
The Echo Series of f ixtures f rom Spt Lighting (right) is now
available with an aluminum housing for outdoor applications,
in addition to the original steel housing.The f ixtures can be f itted
with linear f luorescent, metal halide, and halogen lamps, with
integral magnetic, remote magnetic, or electronic ballast. Fixtures
can be mounted on ceilings, walls, or corners.
Circle 298 on lnformatron card,

Recessed Luminaires
Last month, Cooper Lighting introduced lris Lighting Systems
(right), a line of residential recessed lighting fixtures that can be
f itted with different lamps.The system is available in f ive housing
sizes-three diff erent 31/z-inch apertures, and 51/+- and 63/+-inch
apertures. Each housing can be f itted with downlight, adjustable
accent, wall-washer, or lensed optical elements. lris is lC_rated,
so that it can be installed next to insulation.
Circle 300 on information card.



For architects, cars mean
more than transportation.

Buckminster Fuller and his Dymaxion

Moshe Safdie drives a 1968 Citrden convert-
ible DS 21 ; Richard Meier tools around the

Getty Center site in a black 1988 Jaguar XJ6.

Andres Duany, designer of walkable sub-

urbs, cruises Miami in a f lashy red BMW.

Architects love cars Some professionals

use their wheels to f launt their aff luence, but

carsfascinate architects for other reasons:

"Architects like mechanical things, as well
as good design," remarks Kansas City archi-
tect Steve Abend, who calls his racing-bred
all-aluminum Acura NSX "so beautif ul it
belongs in the Museum of Modern Art." Mike

Fickel of Shaughnessy Fickel and Scott
Architects wants to mount an exhibition on

architects' cars Fickel drives a 1950 Mercury

Club Coupe, the model James Dean drove in

Rebel withoutaCause. "lt's like owning an

Eames chair," he explains.

Testa Rosa at Pebble Beach, savoring its
"dazzle and perfection." But it's not lust the
visual styling that smites him. "The sound of
a Ferrari engine," Keating muses reverently,

"is like music to the caraficionado,"
Lori M, Krejci, principal of AvantArchi-

tects in Omaha, Nebraska, drives a Jeep

Cherokee, but her town car is a 1971 Jaguar
XKE. She identif ies a secret desire: "lf archi-
tects could design carg you bet we would."

Some have. Le Corbusier designed a car

in 1928 that resembled the laterVolkswagen
Beetle.Walter Gropius designed a sports
carfor Adler Autoworks in Frankf urt, invent-
ing reclining seats. And Buckminster Fuller's
1934 Dymaxion, with rear-wheel steering,
was easy to parallel park: just nose into the
space and whip the rear to the curb.

Contemporary architects also design

rStruck
Paola Antonelli, MoMA's curator of

design, insists her car be "f ast and red,"

and admits to driving a tiny, powerf ul Auto-
bianchi with anAll2Abarth engine in ltaly
("1 got rid of it when it got too dangerous"),
Antonelli doesn't f ind architects more

obsessed with carsthan any other well-off
prof essionals. Los Angeles architect Richard

Keating of DMJM/Keating disagrees: Every

year, he observes, the Pebble Beach car

show-one of the biggest automotive events

in the country-is "crawling with architects."

Keating, who restored his 1934 MG PA

Brooklands Racer, recalls admiring a Ferrari

cars While Craig Hodgetts was still in high

school, he won the General Motors-spon-

sored 1956 Fischer Body Craftsman's Guild

styling contest, and designed carsfor GM in

Flint, Michigan. Hodgetts, who drives a 1977

Alfa Romeo with 160,000 miles on it, cites the
poetry between a car'sengineering and visual

expression: "There is a harmony between

brake drums, or headlights, or the steering
mechanism, and their integration into an

overall design concept." Every piece of an

automobile is custom-designed for special

assembly. "Among architects," explains
Hodgetts, "there's a kind of envy that such

a peak of excel lence can be reached"'

Reyner Banham once wrote that archi-

tects, masters of permanent, single forms,

have no business designing small, obsoles-

cent, mass-produced machines. But it is cars'

mass production, and their constant restyling

for improved efficiency, that compel archi-

tects. Le Corbusier envisioned houses that
would be highly designed, mass-produced
"machines for living in," Instead, cars have

become the cherished, stylized machines

integrating function and esthetics, available

to almost everyone.That is what architecture

still hopesto be. Heidi Landecker
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voted

BEST ARCHITECTURAL CAD

ARRIS computer image by A.J. Diamond, Donald Schmitt and Co., Architects and Planners
Modeled and rendered by David Hileman

The Sofitware ior Architects
1-
In Novembel 1996, a unique
comoetition was held in
Boston to determine the
Best Architectural CAD software.
The results?

Over 300 architects and design
professionals voted ARRIS,

by Sigma Design International,
the "Overall Winner" in a
head{o-head contest with
AutoArchitect using AutoCAD,
Microstation TriForma by Bentley,
Allplan by Nemetscheck, Arch|CAD,
Min|CAD. DataCAD. and Architrion.
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"We congratulate the ARRIS Tbam and
also Sigma Design, the developers of
ARRIS. They clearly demonstrated that
they are the current standard bearers of
arc hite c tural CAD D exc e llence. "

Ceoffrey LangdonARRIS voted:
CAD Shoot-out Organizer

Life's short. Work
h t t p'. llw w w. a r r i s c a d. c o m 1.888.99O.O9OO (tol I f reef

ARBIS is a registered trademark of Sigma Design International. All other brand, company or product names or trademarks belong to their respectave holders.

ARR I
sm

Best Overd Anhibcfirml CAI)
Bcst Conc cfrul Skztchhrg
Best Design
Best Prcscntdion
fusicstot 3D Mdchng
MostAccur& 3D Mdcbtg
Best @bk Sluded Penpectivcs
BcstAnit rotion
Best Rcndcrhg
Bcst Nctvo* Colborufron

a rte r.

Circle 201 on information card
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